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Abstract
Spinach (Spinacia oleracea) is an important cool-season leafy vegetable crop in the
United States (US). Downy mildew, caused by the obligate oomycete Peronospora effusa, is the
most economically important disease of spinach. A total of 17 races of P. effusa have been
reported on spinach, and many of these races (>10) have emerged in the last three decades. The
new races of the pathogen are continually overcoming the genetic resistances used in the newly
released cultivars.
A detached leaf inoculation assay was evaluated, standardized, and validated as a new
method to differentiate resistant and susceptible spinach genotypes. Disease response on
detached leaves was compared to the response of corresponding cultivars in the standard wholeplant assay, and a complete correspondence was found between the two inoculation assays. The
detached leaf assay will facilitate advances in breeding for P. effusa resistance and the analysis
of pathogen epidemiology.
The segregating F1 progeny population derived from a cross between the hybrid cultivars
Whale and Lazio were inoculated with race 16 (isolate UA201519B) of P. effusa and genotyped
using genotyping by sequencing (GBS). Association analysis identified six significant SNP
markers mapped to a 0.57 Mb segment of chromosome 3 that includes four disease resistance
candidates genes: Spo12736, Spo12784, Spo12908, and Spo1282.
In another study, the F1 progeny from several crosses (Polka x either Swan, Squirrel,
Tonga, and T-Bird; Whale x Swan; and Whale x Squirrel) were inoculated with race 13 of P.
effusa (isolate UA0510C). The inoculated seedlings were scored as either resistant or susceptible.
Association analysis using GBS markers identified significant SNPs in 0.39, 0.98, and 1.2 Mb of

chromosome 3 within 0.98-6.88 Kb of the disease resistance genes Spo12719, Spo12905, and
Spo12821.
The USDA spinach germplasm collection and commercial cultivars were evaluated for
downy mildew disease resistance in the field condition under natural inoculum pressure.
Genomewide association analysis identified 19 SNP markers associated with reduced disease
ratings under field conditions in all the tested models. The findings from this dissertation
research provide new resources to improve genetic resistance against the downy mildew
pathogen and in developing durably resistant cultivars.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

1

Spinach
Spinach (Spinacia oleracea) is an important cool-season leafy vegetable crop. The
majority of spinach in the United States (US) is grown in California and Arizona, New Jersey,
and Texas (Koike et al., 2011). The US is the second-largest producer of spinach after China.
Between 2000-2014, the US produced an average of approximately 350,000 tons per year
(FAOSTAT, 2018), and the demand for fresh market spinach has doubled in the last decade
(USDA-NASS, 2016). A significant increase in spinach consumption in the last decade may be
attributed to increased consumer health-consciousness and their interest in a healthier diet. In the
US, spinach is available all year round as fresh market pre-washed, bagged baby spinach, fresh
market bunched, or as a processed frozen or canned product. The availability of a desirable
packaged spinach has also contributed to increasing spinach consumption.
Spinach is a diploid (2n = 12) crop with six chromosomes. Spinach belongs to the genus
Spinacia and the family Chenopodiaceae and is related to quinoa, Swiss chard, table beet, and
sugar beet (Kadereit et al., 2010; Fuentes-Bazan et al., 2012). Spinach is mostly dioecious and is
a wind-pollinated crop, but hermaphrodite flowers are common in some germplasm. Spinach is
photoperiod sensitive and bolts with long day-length and high temperatures during summer. For
consumption, bolting is undesirable for many leafy vegetables, including spinach. Spinach is
native to central and southwest Asia, but now spinach is grown all over the world (Rubatzky et
al., 1997). Morphological variation in spinach leaves is categorized as savoy, semi-savoy, flat, or
smooth based on the leaf blade shape and structure. Savoy cultivars have wrinkles on the leaf,
semi-savoy have reduced wrinkles, while flat or smooth cultivars lack wrinkles on a leaf.
Spinach is nutritious and is an excellent source of vitamins and proteins and is low in
calories. Spinach is high in flavonoid content (>1000 mg/kg) (Aritomi and Kawasaki, 1984; Gil
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et al., 1999; Howard et al., 2002) compared to other vegetables (Cao et al., 1996). With a high
level of total phenolic compounds, spinach leaves are rich in antioxidant capacity. Regular
consumption of spinach benefits human health as a high antioxidant content in spinach leaves
can help cells against oxidative stress due to free-radical species. In general, spinach is a rich
source of beta-carotene, lutein, folic acid, vitamin C, calcium, iron, and antioxidants (Cao et al.,
1998; Dicoteau, 2000; Eriksen et al., 2017). Spinach leaves are sold fresh, frozen, and in cans.
Fresh-cut young spinach leaves is known as “baby spinach” and is used as a salad, cooked singly
or mixed with other vegetables.
Numerous disease caused by fungus, bacteria, and viruses can affect spinach and reduce
both yield and quality (Correll et al., 1994). Downy mildew, white rust, and Fusarium wilt are
three major economically important diseases in the spinach industry. White rust, caused by
Albugo occidentalis G. W. Wils, is prevalent in a number of states in the US, particularly Texas,
but does not occur in California or Arizona (Sullivan et al., 2002). Interestingly, white rust on
spinach has been recently reported from Greece (Vakalounakis and Doulis, 2013) and Turkey
(Soylu et al., 2018). Symptoms begin with small chlorotic lesions (Correll et al., 1994), while
leaf yellowing and stunted growth are major issues at later stages as the disease progress
(Leskovar and Kolenda, 2002). White rust spreads rapidly under a favorable environment and
can substantially impact yield and quality.
Fusarium wilt of spinach, caused by the soil-borne fungus Fusarium oxysporium f. sp.
spinaciae, is another severe disease of spinach. Control of Fusarium wilt is a challenge as the
fungus can survive for more than ten years as chlamydospores or by colonizing on roots of nonhost plants (du Toit, 2004; Gatch and du Toit, 2017). Similarly, Verticillium wilt caused by
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Verticillium dahliae is a severe problem in spinach seed production, but damage has been
reported in fresh or processing spinach production in the United States (du Toit et al., 2005).
Downy mildew in spinach
Downy mildew (DM) is the most important disease in spinach and is caused by an
obligate oomycete Peronospora effusa (formerly P. farinosa f. sp. spinaciae [Pfs]). Downy
mildew in spinach was first reported in 1824, and a physiological race of downy mildew race 1
was observed in Texas and California during the 1950s (Smith et al., 1962). A second
physiological race of downy mildew in spinach race 2 was identified in 1958 in the Salinas
Valley of California (Zink and Smith, 1958) and the Netherland and Northern Europe (Smith et
al., 1961). Again, race 3 was identified in 1976 in the Netherlands (Eenink, 1976) and 1982 in
southern Texas (Jones, 1982). Another physiological race of downy mildew, race 4, was
identified in 1990 (Brandenberger et al., 1991). Similarly, race 5 was identified in 1996 in the US
and 1998 in Europe, race 6 in 1998 in the US, and race 7 in 1999 in Europe (Irish et al., 2003).
An additional three races (races 8, 9, and 10) of spinach downy mildew pathogens were reported
(Irish et al., 2007). More races (11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16) were recently reported (Feng et al., 2014,
2018b), making a total of 17 unique races. Downy mildew disease responses of the differential
cultivars to known races of Pfs is presented in Table 1.
Pfs reproduces asexually by producing sporangia and the sporangia are disseminated by
rain splash and wind. The sporangia germinate upon landing on spinach leaves under wet
conditions. Cooler wet conditions favor downy mildew germination and growth (Correll et al.,
1994). Irregular chlorotic lesions appear on the leaf surface after a 6-8 day latent period, after
which sporangiophores and sporangia are formed on the leaf surface, often on the lower leaf
surface. The sporangia appear as a blue-gray mass, and because of this, downy mildew is also
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known as ‘blue mold’. Disease lesions can turn white or tan and dry under dry weather
conditions (Correll et al., 1990, 1994).
A standard differential set of spinach lines are available that can unequivocally
differentiate all identified Pfs races (Satou et al., 2006; Irish et al., 2007; Feng et al., 2014,
2018b). Of the 17 Pfs races, more than ten races were identified in the last three decades. The
continuous emergence of the new races of Pfs that are overcoming the genetic resistances is a
serious threat to the spinach industry. A significant increase in the production area in the last
three decades, planting in a higher density and year-round production, planting of resistant
cultivars with a narrow genetic background that increases selection pressure on pathogens,
continuous increase in organic production area are all conditions that are conducive for the
emergence of a new race. New races are likely a result of asexual variation (Lyon et al., 2016a)
and sexual recombination (Lyon et al., 2016a; Kandel et al., 2019) within the populations of the
pathogen.
A comprehensive inoculation test, as reported in Feng et al. (2014) differentiates resistant
spinach lines from the susceptible ones for each Pfs race. However, this inoculation method is
challenging as whole plants are inoculated for the disease screening test, and the inoculation
procedure is destructive, labor-intensive, and requires a suitable incubation conditions for
infection and symptom expression. Moreover, Pfs, being an obligate pathogen, is difficult to
preserve the isolates and requires inoculation at regular intervals to maintain the pathogen
viability. Thus, molecular markers are being developed in spinach, and the identification of
tightly linked markers to Pfs race-specific resistance will enhance the efficiency and precision of
developing downy mildew resistant cultivars.
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Downy mildew can be controlled using conventional fungicides, but chemical control is
expensive (Correll et al., 2011; Klosterman, 2016; Subbarao et al., 2018). Moreover, neither
fungicides nor bio-fungicides are entirely effective against the oomycete pathogen, and
approximately 40-50% of spinach production is organic in California and Arizona.
Studying and identification of new sources of resistance against all Pfs races to develop a
durable resistant cultivar would be highly valueable to sustain the spinach industry. The need for
genetic resistance against all known Pfs races is particularly important for organic spinach
growers because chemical control, even if effective, will be of no use in the organic production
system.
Resistance to downy mildew in spinach
A series of inoculation tests and disease screenings have led to the identification of many
spinach accessions that show varying levels of resistance against several races of the downy
mildew pathogen (Pfs). Most of the downy mildew resistant spinach cultivars were breed using
single gene resistant to each Pfs race, and these dominant resistant genes are known as RPF
(Resistance to P. farinosa) genes. Previously six different RPF loci were hypothesized to govern
resistance against known Pfs races (Correll et al., 2011), of which RPF1, RPF2, and RPF3 loci
that govern resistance against the reported Pfs races were characterized (Irish et al., 2008; Feng
et al., 2018a) while other RPFs (4-6) are being investigated. To facilitate the identification of
downy mildew races, and to understand the genetics and mechanism of the resistance, the
development of near-isogenic lines (NILs) was initiated (Irish et al., 2008). These NILs contain
different RPFs for a range of races of Pfs in a common genetic background of the downy mildew
susceptible spinach cultivar Viroflay as reported in (Feng et al., 2014, 2018b). Molecular
markers linked to the downy mildew resistance in spinach have been developed, and new sets of
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markers will be developed, which can be used to select for resistant alleles in the marker-assisted
selection (MAS) scheme. Indeed identification of new resistance loci and linked DNA markers
will make the pyramiding or stacking of several resistance sources (multiple RPF loci) into a
single cultivar feasible. A cultivar with multiple resistant genes is an attractive option for the
spinach industry as the cultivar may provide long term resistance with added defense from
multiple genes against several races of Pfs.
A hybrid spinach cultivar Lion contains downy mildew resistance loci RPF1 and RPF3
from the male and female parent, respectively and Lion is resistant to all known races except
race 10 (Feng et al., 2014, 2018b). The male parent of cultivar Lion is resistant to races 1 to 7, 9,
11, and 13, and the female parent of Lion is resistant to races 1-3, 5, 8 - 9, 11 - 12, 14, and 16
(Irish et al., 2008; Feng et al., 2014, 2018b). Spinach cultivar Viroflay is susceptible to all known
Pfs races. Therefore, for race 6, Viroflay is homozygous susceptible (rpf1 rpf1), while Lion is
heterozygous (RPF1 rpf1). Homozygous NIL lines for resistance to race 6 (RPF1 RPF1) were
developed in spinach (Irish et al., 2008). The F1 resistant lines obtained from a cross of Lion and
Viroflay were backcrossed to Viroflay females to generate a BC1F1 population, and resistant
lines identified upon subsequent inoculation tests were backcrossed to Viroflay for four times to
generate BC4F1. The BC4F1 were self-pollinated to generate BC4S1, and resistant BC4S1
confirmed following race 6 inoculation were self-pollinated to produce BC4S2 population.
Again, progeny from BC4S2 lines were evaluated for resistance to race 6, and homozygosity at
RPF1 locus was confirmed based on progeny test, and are used as NIL1.
In the same way, other NILs (NIL2-6) were developed, and a few others are under
development. A unique resistance locus was identified in the cultivar Tarpy that has resistance to
Pfs races 1-7 but was susceptible to Pfs races 8-10 (Irish et al., 2007), and the locus was termed
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RPF7. The NIL for the RPF7 locus is under development. Pigeon, a hybrid cultivar, contains
RFP2 locus and another locus that imparts resistance to Pfs races 11-13. The second resistance
locus in Pigeon providing resistance against Pfs race 11-13, for which RPF2 locus was
susceptible, was designated RPF9 (Feng et al., 2018b). Another hybrid cultivar, Meerkat,
contains RPF2 locus but also provides resistance to Pfs 11-14, and the resistance locus effective
against on Pfs 11-14 was designated as RPF10 (Feng et al., 2018b). As a result, many new NILs
will be generated for each RPF locus and will be used to genetically and functionally
characterize the downy mildew resistance mechanism.
An amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) marker linked to a locus (RPF1)
resistant to downy mildew resistance race 6 from hybrid cultivar Lion was identified using a bulk
sergeant analysis and was converted to a codominant sequence characterized amplified region
(SCAR) marker (Irish et al., 2008). This marker was closely linked (~1.7 cM) to the RPF1 locus
from Lion, and a dominant allele governed the resistance at the locus. Furthermore, a BAC
library was constructed to map the RPF1 locus at a finer resolution from a single near isogenic
line (NIL1), which is homozygous at the resistant locus (Feng et al., 2015).
Further studies on available resistance sources and germplasm screening for additional
resistant accessions will elucidate the inheritance of new resistance sources and enable mapping
dominant R genes and identifying linked markers suitable for MAS. In addition to race-specific
disease resistance against downy mildew in spinach, attention is sought towards the
identification and utilization of quantitative resistance. Quantitative or horizontal resistance is
under polygenic control, and such resistances does not completely impede disease reaction but
reduces disease severity and pathogen multiplication and is effective against multiple races.
However, quantitative disease resistances are often difficult to evaluate for disease incidence and
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severity, and hence, the identification of linked loci and subsequent gene introgression in the
breeding lines are challenging. A systematic study of resistance sources and the identification of
markers flanking the resistant genes will facilitate R-gene pyramiding and the breeding of new
cultivars with durable downy mildew resistant lines in spinach.
Host genetic resistance
Genetic resistance is a common objective of crop improvement programs. Resistance to
pathogens mostly follows the gene-for-gene model of Flor (1956), where the resistance gene in
the host and the corresponding avirulence (Avr) gene in the pathogen interact to stimulate the
plant’s defense mechanism. The resistance gene detects and defends the plant from the invader
through a hypersensitive response. Several genes for plant disease resistance are cloned and
sequenced. Most of the plant disease resistance gene includes a nucleotide-binding site leucinerich repeat (NBS-LRR) domain to perceive pathogen effector and to activate cascades of defense
signals (Jones and Dangl, 2006; Gururani et al., 2012).
The breeding of resistant cultivars that carry major resistance (R) genes is the most
effective and economical strategy to control disease while having a neutral effect on the
environment. However, qualitative resistance due to major genes is often not durable because of
changes in the virulence of the pathogen. Large scale and long-term cultivation of a single
variety increase the likelihood that the pathogen will eventually mutate, and a new race will
evolve. In contrast, quantitative resistance that is under polygenic control is more durable and
does not show race-specific interaction. Qualitative disease resistance shows a discrete class as
susceptible and resistant and fit to the Mendelian segregation ratio. However, disease resistance
governed by polygenes shows a continuous distribution of phenotypes from susceptible to
resistant and are often difficult to quantify disease incidence and severity. Therefore,
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identification of quantitative trait loci and subsequent gene introgression in the breeding lines are
challenging.
Pathogens are continuously evolving and can overcome the race-specific resistance
conferred by major genes. Race-specific resistance gene breakdown is common in many crops.
Many monogenetically inherited leaf rust (Lr) resistance genes in wheat were overcome by
rapidly evolving fungal pathotypes (Kolmer, 1996). Similarly, new downy mildew isolates
overcame the resistance governed by a dominant allele at Rpv3 locus of grapevine cultivar
Bianca (Peressotti et al., 2010). High mutation rates of pathogen allow the evolution of new
virulences, and widespread use of a single resistant gene increases directional selection pressure.
The evolution and evolutionary potential of plant pathogens towards virulence and resistance
breakdown were reviewed by McDonald and Linde (2002). Monogenic resistance provides
complete resistance against a pathogen (mostly for an isolate or a race) but also sets a higher
selection pressure, and a few mutations on avirulence genes may result in virulent pathotypes.
On the other hand, QTLs governed by alleles at multiple genomic regions and showing
small cumulative effects towards disease tolerance are more durable. The need for simultaneous
mutations at multiple loci to overcome the polygenic resistances makes them more durable.
Year-round plantation and deployment of single or few resistance alleles favor the evolution of
new pathogen population because of selection for mutants, recombinants, or gene flow in
otherwise were adapted to the resistant cultivars. Disease resistance governed by polygenes is
more durable than monogenic or qualitative resistance (Parlevliet, 2002). The durability of
polygenic resistance was experimentally demonstrated in pepper using potato virus Y (PVY)
isolates where the resistance governed by a major gene (pvr23) broke down at higher frequency
than when the same gene (pvr23) was introgressed in combination with a partial resistance QTL
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(Palloix et al., 2009). Reduced multiplication potential of PVY, multiple mutations required for
the virus to become virulent, and slow selection of the virulent PVY pathotypes, were the
mechanism for the durability of (pvr23) gene in the presence of QTL against PVY (Quenouille et
al., 2013). As the qualitative resistance genes are ephemeral for many pathogens, breeders are
more interested in exploring quantitative genetic resistance and aiming towards breeding for
durable resistance cultivars.
The pyramiding of multiple resistance genes in rice to combat many races of bacterial
blight was reviewed by (Jeung et al., 2006). The pyramiding of multiple resistance genes
provides a higher level of resistance than a single R-gene (Singh et al., 2001; Suh et al., 2013;
Pradhan et al., 2015). Gene pyramiding is difficult with conventional breeding methods due to
the dominance and epistasis of the resistance genes. Furthermore, the introduction of many
resistance genes in an elite line is difficult and time-consuming by conventional breeding when
the genes are effective against the same pathogen isolates. However, DNA markers linked to the
resistance genes facilitate their identification and allows selection of plants with two or more
resistance genes, regardless of whether the R-genes are dominant or recessive.
Commercial spinach cultivars are developed using a single or a combination of a few
RPF genes. However, with a lack of well-established genomic resources in spinach, little is
known at the molecular level regarding the resistance genes against downy mildew.
Pathogenicity tests, which are laborious and variable, are still being used in the spinach breeding
community to select for resistant lines (Morelock and Correll, 2008; Correll et al., 2011). It is
imperative to gain a deep insight into the genetic mechanism of disease control and to identify
closely linked DNA markers to facilitate breeding for downy mildew resistance in spinach at
higher efficiency and precision. Identifying closely liked markers for all the RPF genes allows
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efficient pyramiding of two, three, or many genes to develop cultivars with broad-spectrum and
durable resistance to downy mildew in spinach.
Genomic resources in spinach
A genetic linkage map of spinach was constructed for a back cross-generated 161
progenies segregating for male and female gender (Khattak et al., 2006). The total map length
was 585 cM, with an average marker interval of 5.18 cM. Sex segregated in a 1:1 ratio of male
and female in this study, indicating that a single locus governs the sex in spinach. A draft
genome sequence of spinach cultivar Viroflay was assembled to 498 Mb (Dohm et al., 2014) that
represents half of the estimated genome size (989 Mb) of spinach (Arumuganathan and Earle,
1991). Likewise, transcriptome sequencing of the spinach cultivar Viroflay predicted a new gene
set in spinach (Minoche et al., 2015).
Similarly, (Xu et al., 2015) sequenced the transcriptome of nine spinach accessions, of
which three were from cultivated S. oleraceae; three were from wild S. turkestanica, and the
remaining three from wild S. tetrandra. Recently, a draft genome sequence of Chinese spinach
cultivar Sp75 is available (Xu et al., 2017) as well as transcriptome sequences of 120 spinach
accessions. The genome assembly and transcriptome sequences of 120 wild and cultivated
spinach accessions are valuable resources to understand genetic diversity, conduct comparative
genomic studies, and to study molecular mechanism underlying several important horticultural
traits. Studying of horticulturally important traits and understanding their mechanism at a
molecular level supports breeding activities. Moreover, another complete whole genome
assembly is being generated and will be available soon
(https://pag.confex.com/pag/xxiii/webprogram/Paper16426.html).
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Another SNP based genetic linkage map was constructed in spinach F2:3 population
segregating for nitrogen use efficiency (NUE) (Chan-Navarrete et al., 2016). RNA sequences
from two parents with contrasting NUE were used to identify SNPs and the segregating F2 lines
(320) were genotyped by converting SNPs into KASP assays. The map was constructed using
283 SNP markers that grouped into six linkage groups, and the total map distance was 433.6 cM.
In the study, 39 QTLs associated with NUE in spinach were detected. Some recent studies have
reported SNP markers associated with several horticultural traits in spinach: surface texture, edge
shape, and petiole color (Ma et al., 2016); bolting, tallness and erectness (Chitwood et al., 2016);
leafminer resistance (Shi and Mou, 2016); oxalate concentration in spinach leaves (Shi et al.,
2016a); verticillium wilt resistance (Shi et al., 2016c); and stemphilium leaf spot resistance (Shi
et al., 2016b). SNP markers in these study were identified by extracting genomic DNA from
several hundred spinach accessions including USDA germplasm collection and commercial
cultivars, preparing DNA library using the ApeKI restriction enzyme, and sequencing following
the GBS protocol (Elshire et al., 2011) in Illumina HiSeq 2000 at the Beijing Genomics Institute
(BGI). Reported SNP markers associated with each of the traits can be used to select for those
traits using markers after validation in their genetic stocks.
Research objectives
The main objective of this research was to extend and expand the current understanding
of genetic resistances against the downy mildew pathogen in spinach. This dissertation research
aimed to characterize the RPF loci in multiple segregating populations and to map the loci using
GBS generated SNP markers. The RPF locus associated SNP markers will be useful to select for
resistant lines and will help in the development of downy mildew resistant cultivars. Moreover,
this dissertation research also evaluated, validated, and standardized detached leaf inoculation
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method to differentiate resistant and susceptible spinach genotypes. In this study, disease
incidence and severity on detached leaves and cotyledons were compared to the response of
corresponding cultivars in the standard whole plant assay. Also, pathogenicity maintenance and
propagation of Pfs on the detached spinach leaves were investigated. The detached leaf assay
facilitates advances in breeding for Pfs resistance and the analysis of pathogen epidemiology and
genetics, as less space is occupied using the detached leaf assay in the Petri dish than in the
climate-controlled growth and dew chambers used for the whole plant assay. Another
investigation was carried out to evaluate downy mildew resistance among the USDA maintained
spinach accessions and a set of commercial cultivars under field conditions. The main objective
of evaluating the USDA germplasm was to identify field tolerant accessions and to conduct an
association analysis to map and identify minor alleles governing the downy mildew resistance.
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Appendix
Table 1. Disease responses of spinach differential cultivars to the known races of P. effusa.
Differentialsa
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Viroflay
NIL 5
Califlay
NIL 4
NIL 6
NIL 1
NIL 2
Whale
Pigeon
Caladonia
Meerkat
Hydrus
a

1
+b
-c
-

2 3
+ +
- +
+ - + - - - - - - - -

4
+
+
+
(-)d
-

5
+
+
+
-

Races of spinach downy mildew (Pfs)
6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
+
+ + + +
+
+
+
+
+ + + +
+
+
+
+
+
- - +
+
+
+ + + +
+
+
+
+
+ + +
+
+ - +
+
- +
+
+
(-) (-) - - +
(-)
+
- - - - -

14
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

15
+
+
+
+
+
-

16
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

17
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
(-)
-

The differentials for the distinction of denominated races of Pfs and their known disease reactions as reported in Feng et al. (2014,
2018b).
b
A plant showing chlorosis and sporulation on cotyledons, true leaves, or both were classified as susceptible (+). A spinach cultivar
was classified as susceptible if more than 85% of the plants were diseased, or classified as resistant if less than 15% of plants were
diseased.
c
A plant without chlorosis or sporulation was rated as resistant (-).
d
Symptoms and sporulation were observed only on cotyledons and not on true leaves.
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Abstract
Downy mildew, caused by the obligate oomycete Peronospora effusa (P. farinosa f. sp.
spinaciae [Pfs]), is the most economically important disease of spinach. New races of the
pathogen in recent years repeatedly overcome the resistances used in newly released cultivars.
Resistance to Pfs in spinach is governed by dominant major genes (RPFs) that are widely used in
commercial spinach cultivars. Currently, a labor-intensive inoculation test of whole plants in a
large tray format in a temperature-controlled growth chamber and dew chamber is employed to
evaluate the resistance of spinach germplasm. The objectives of this work were to evaluate,
standardize, and validate a possibly more efficient detached leaf inoculation method to
differentiate resistant and susceptible spinach genotypes. Detached leaves and cotyledons of
standard host differentials commonly used for race differentiation were placed on water agar in
closed Petri dishes and inoculated by spraying Pfs spore suspension. Disease incidence and
severity on detached leaves and cotyledons were compared to the response of corresponding
cultivars in the standard whole plant assay. Pfs could infect, propagate, and maintain
pathogenicity on the detached spinach leaves. A perfect match was found between detached
leaves and whole plant assays. The detached leaf assay facilitates advances in breeding for Pfs
resistance and the analysis of pathogen epidemiology and genetics, as less space is occupied in
the climate-controlled cabinet used for the incubation of infected leaves.
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Introduction
Downy mildew (DM), caused by the obligate oomycete Peronospora effusa (formerly P.
farinosa f. sp. spinaciae [Pfs]), is the most economically important disease of spinach (Correll et
al., 2011). Seventeen races of Pfs have been reported (Brandenberger et al., 1991; Irish et al.,
2003; Satou et al., 2006; Irish et al., 2007; Feng et al., 2014, 2018b), of which 14 new races have
been described in the last three decades. A novel virulence pattern on the standardized
differential cultivars confirmed among multiple labs is reported as a new race by the
International Working Group on Peronospora (IWGP) (Dijkstra et al., 2011;
https://spinach.uark.edu/amsterdam-october-2011/). Each new race represents a significant
setback for breeders. The rate of emergence of races appears to be related to high density (3.79.8 million seed/ ha) cultivation practices in California and Arizona (Koike et al., 2011) and in
Europe and Japan, genetic variation resulting from asexual variation and sexual recombination of
the pathogen (Lyon et al., 2016), and the use of resistant cultivars that increase selection pressure
on Pfs are all likely factors that influence race diversity.
Races of the downy mildew pathogen are defined based on the disease reactions of a set
of standardized differential spinach cultivars in a whole plant bioassay (Brandenberger et al.,
1991; Feng et al., 2014, 2018b; Irish et al., 2007). Briefly, this bioassay involves growing the
differentials until the plants are 2-3 weeks old. Conidia are washed off from infected spinach
leaves, and the resulting spore suspension with a density of 105 spores per ml is used for
inoculation. Inoculated plants are first placed in a temperature-controlled dew chamber (18°C)
for 24 h to provide free moisture, then transferred to temperature-controlled growth chamber
(18°C) for five days, and finally returned to the temperature-controlled dew chamber (18°C) for
24 h to induce sporulation. On the seventh day, each plant of the differential set is rated for signs
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of the pathogen and symptoms of downy mildew. Based on the reaction pattern on the set of
differentials, an isolate can be identified as a previously reported race or a novel strain, and only
races or strains that are stable and are widespread will be denominated as a new race by the
IWGP (Feng et al., 2014; 2018). Thus, the entire process typically takes 3-5 weeks, involves the
maintenance and rental cost of a dew chamber and growth chamber, and labor to maintain all
aspects of the bioassay. If adequate inoculum was not available in the original inoculation and
the first round of inoculations did not produce conclusive disease reaction results on the
differentials, the entire process needs to be repeated with the inoculum that was produced in the
first cycle of the bioassay extending the effort to 6-8 weeks. Thus, the whole plant inoculation
method has some major logistical disadvantages in terms of space, resources, and destructive
phenotyping. The space requirements and risk of cross-contamination of different isolates also
reduce the number of assays that can be performed at a given time.
Resistance against the downy mildew pathogen remains a primary focus of spinach
breeding programs (Morelock and Correll, 2008). Although quantitative resistance to the downy
mildew pathogen has been identified (Irish et al., 2003), it is considerably more challenging to
assess than qualitative resistance in the current whole plant bioassay. The development of a more
efficient and reliable bioassay to screen for resistance against the pathogen and race-typing will
be advantageous for any breeding program working on disease resistance, especially in the case
of spinach, given the recent rise in the numbers of different pathotypes of the Pfs pathogen. A
detached leaf inoculation assay is a non-destructive disease evaluation method, would require
much less space and inoculum, and allow a given plant to be evaluated with multiple races. The
Pfs disease reaction using the detached spinach leaf was reported previously (Yamauchi et al.,
2011; Kubota et al., 2017). However, a detailed evaluation of the resistance-susceptibility
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response of differential cultivars, which is a standard method of Pfs race typing, has not been
reported.
The objective of this effort was to develop, standardize, and validate an efficient and
reliable detached leaf inoculation assay for Pfs and reduce the resources and labor needed to
perform the standard whole plant assays (Feng et al., 2014; 2018). Further development and
standardization of the detached leaf assay are anticipated to facilitate advances in breeding for
Pfs resistance and in the analyses of pathogen epidemiology and genetics.
Materials and methods
Plant material. The differential for the distinction of denominated races of Pfs, as
defined by diverse stakeholders in the IWGP was evaluated for disease incidence and severity in
a standard whole plant bioassay and compared to disease reactions in a detached leaf bioassay
(Table 1) (Feng et al., 2014; 2018). Briefly, seeds of each differential were sown in 25 x 50-cm
plastic trays filled with potting soil (Sun Gro Horticulture, Canada). A tray contained ten
cultivars and 20 seeds per cultivar. The universally susceptible cultivar Viroflay was also grown
in a separate tray in a similar planting format to increase inoculum. Plants were grown in the
greenhouse (at approximately 25°C) for two weeks, watered daily, and fertilized weekly using
Miracle-Gro® All Purpose Plant Food following the standard procedures.
Inoculum preparation for whole plant and detached leaf inoculations. The type
isolate of race Pfs 13 (isolate UA0510C) of the spinach downy mildew pathogen was used to
examine disease reactions in the detached leaf and the whole plant assays. The fresh inoculum
was collected from sporulation on Viroflay plants inoculated with UA0510C each week. In brief,
sporangia were washed off from the infected leaves of Viroflay in cold (4°C) distilled water.
Inoculum suspension was filtered using two layers of cheesecloth and diluted to 105 spores/ml
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and sprayed with a Badger basic spray gun (model 250) onto whole plants or detached leaves
until the cotyledons and true leaves were wet.
Whole plant inoculation experiment. Spinach differential cultivars were grown for two
weeks in the greenhouse and the whole plants in the tray format were inoculated following
standard practices (Feng et al., 2014). Inoculated plants in trays were incubated in a dew
chamber (18°C) for 24 h. Following the dew chamber incubation, the plant trays were moved to
a growth chamber (18°C, 12 h dark-light cycle). After six days, plant trays were returned to the
dew chamber (18°C) for 24 h to induce sporulation and then score plants for the disease reaction.
Detached leaf inoculation experiment. Several preliminary detached leaf inoculation
tests were conducted by placing detached leaves from the susceptible cultivar Viroflay in Petri
dishes with moist filter paper, moist cheesecloth, or on the surface of 2% water agar. Detached
leaves and whole plants of Viroflay were inoculated side by side and incubated following the
routine inoculation method (Feng et al., 2014). The tests were conducted blind on a set of
differential cultivars whereby the cultivar names were kept unknown until after phenotyping.
Once the initial protocols were evaluated, the detached leaf tests were conducted by placing
detached leaves on the surface of 2% water agar.
For the detached leaf assays, one leaf and cotyledon from three to four plants of each
genotype (Table 1) were excised and were placed in a Petri dish (100 x 15-mm) on the surface of
2% water agar medium with the abaxial surface facing upward (Fig. 1). Detached leaves in Petri
dishes with the lids removed, along with the whole plants in the tray format, were inoculated
following the standard procedures described above. The Petri dish lids were put back on the
plates with detached leaves after inoculation, and the Petri dishes were incubated in a dew
chamber (18°C) for 24 h. Following the dew chamber incubation, the Petri dishes and plant trays
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were moved to a growth chamber (18°C, 12 h dark-light cycle). Once placed in the growth
chamber, the Petri dish lids were opened for 20 minutes to allow excess water on the detached
leaves to evaporate. The detached leaves in the Petri dishes were examined daily, and a few
drops of water were periodically added to the surface of the water agar if the leaves are
desiccating. After six days, plant trays and Petri dishes were returned to the dew chamber (18°C)
for 24 h to induce sporulation, and disease reactions were recorded as previously described.
Maintenance of the downy mildew pathogen on detached leaves. An inoculum
suspension was prepared exclusively from the infected detached leaves of the susceptible
differentials and Viroflay to determine the potential to produce viable inoculum only from
infected detached leaves and maintain the pathogen on detached leaves. A new set of detached
leaves and cotyledons from the differentials were inoculated with an inoculum suspension
obtained exclusively from the detached leaves as described for the detached leaf inoculation
method. This experiment was repeated with the inoculum produced only from detached leaves
for three inoculation cycles.
Disease scoring. Disease reactions were evaluated for incidence and severity by visually
inspecting cotyledons and true leaves for sporulation using a magnifying lens as previously
described (Feng et al., 2014). Disease incidence was evaluated based on the presence (+) or
absence (-) of sporulation on cotyledons and true leaves. Disease severity on both cotyledons and
true leaves was scored on a scale of 0 to 4, where 0 = no sporulation, 1 = <25% leaf area with
sporulation, 2 = 26-50%, 3 = 51-75%, and 4 = >75% sporulation. The mean disease incidence for
each cultivar was recorded for each experimental unit of three plants as the percentage of
cotyledons or leaves with symptoms or signs of infection. A spinach cultivar was classified as
susceptible if more than 85% of the plants were diseased (+) or classified as resistant if less than
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15% of plants were diseased (-). The mean disease severity was recorded as the percentage of
leaf area with symptoms calculated using the mid-point of each category (i.e. 12.5, 37.5, 72.5, or
87.5).
Experimental design and analysis. The detached leaf and whole plant inoculation assay
were conducted in three independent tests. For the whole plant assay, three plants represented a
replication, and three replications were scored for each cultivar. For the detached leaf assay,
three detached leaves and three cotyledons of each cultivar placed on water agar in a Petri dish
was a replicate, and each cultivar was inoculated in three replication. Disease incidence and
severity scores of cultivars in each replication and inoculation method (detached leaf, whole
plant) were calculated. The experiment was a multifactorial completely randomized design
(CRD). The assay to test the maintenance of downy mildew pathogen on detached leaves,
inoculum prepared only from detached leaves was used to inoculate the differential cultivars for
two experiment runs.
Downy mildew disease reaction of the differential cultivars over independent
experimental run was averaged for the two methods and plant part. Based on the mean disease
score data from all independent tests, disease response of the differential cultivar inoculated in
each method was classified as susceptible if more than 85% of the plants were diseased (+), or
classified as resistant if less than 15% of the plants were diseased (-).
Results
The initial evaluations of the detached leaf assay indicated that good infection and
symptom development on the detached leaves of susceptible cultivars occurred when they were
placed in Petri dishes containing 2% agar following standard inoculation and incubation methods
for whole plants as previously described (Feng et al., 2014). Once the initial detached leaf
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protocol was validated, replicated experiments on multiple dates were conducted to compare
disease incidence and severity on the whole plants with those in the detached leaf inoculation
assay.
In the detached leaf assays, sporulation and chlorosis were observed on the true leaves
and cotyledons of Viroflay, NIL2, NIL3, NIL4, NIL5, NIL6, Whale, and Califlay, but not on the
true leaves and cotyledons of NIL1, Meerkat, Pigeon, Caladonia, and Hydrus (Fig. 1). The whole
plant assays confirmed that Viroflay, NIL2, NIL3, NIL4, NIL5, NIL6, Whale, and Califlay were
susceptible, while the cultivars NIL1, Meerkat, Pigeon, Caladonia, and Hydrus were resistant to
race 13 of Pfs as expected.
A resistant and susceptible downy mildew response was observed among the differential
cultivar in the detached leaf inoculation test. Disease reactions of the spinach differentials
inoculated with race 13 of Pfs were the same in the whole plant inoculation assays as in the
detached leaf assays in three independent experiments, and the disease response was averaged
for each cultivar (Table 1). Similarly, an equivalent disease response was obtained for all the
differential cultivars between the two inoculation method that demonstrates the utility of the
detached leaf assay as a reliable method to differentiate the resistant and susceptible spinach
genotypes. The susceptible and resistant disease reactions of differentials recorded in these
experiments were consistent with previous reports (Feng et al., 2014, 2018b). Similarly, the
disease response between plant parts (cotyledons and true leaf) was not different in the detached
leaf and the whole plant inoculation tests as the disease response between plant parts were highly
correlated (r = 0.99) in all tested cultivars (data not shown).
To determine if detached leaves could be used to propagate the downy mildew pathogen
over multiple cycles, a series of inoculation tests were conducted. Inoculum produced
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exclusively on the detached leaves of the susceptible cultivars was used to inoculate detached
leaves of the differentials in two subsequent cycles. The data indicated that downy mildew
response on the detached leaves of the differential cultivars inoculated with the inoculum
produced exclusively on the detached leaves perfectly matched with the response recorded from
all other inoculation methods (Table 1).
Discussion
A detached leaf inoculation assay was developed as a new method to screen for disease
resistance to the spinach downy mildew pathogen and to characterize races of the pathogen.
During the initial test, detached leaves of susceptible cultivar Viroflay were inoculated in Petri
dishes containing moist filter paper, moist cheesecloth, or on the surface of 2% water agar.
However, excellent sporulation was observed only in 2% water agar, and the agar was the best
media to maintain humidity compared to moist cheesecloth and filter paper, and the complete
detached leaf experiment was conducted on agar media. Disease incidence and severity on a set
of spinach differential cultivars were compared between the detached leaf inoculation assay and
a standard whole plant inoculation assay from multiple inoculation tests. Disease response of the
differential cultivars showed a high correspondence between the detached leaf and whole plant
inoculation methods and a perfect match of the qualitative disease reaction was observed
between the two methods. Similar results have been observed with other oomycete hostpathogen systems (Nyassé et al., 1995; Goth and Keane, 1997; Brooks, 2008), but some
discrepancies in the disease response have been reported in the Arabidopsis / Colletotrichum spp.
host-pathogen system (Liu et al., 2007). A detached spinach leaf was used in Pfs race typing
studies (Yamauchi et al., 2011; Kubota et al., 2017), however, effectiveness of the detached leaf
inoculation compared to whole plant inoculation were not reported. The results of the current
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effort on spinach indicate that the detached leaf assay can be reliably used to screen downy
mildew disease response to distinguish resistance and susceptible genotypes and to characterize
the racial identity of an isolate in a more resource-efficient approach. Thus, the detached leaf
assay, as reported here validates as the new downy mildew screening method and demonstrates
the utility and robustness of the test.
The rapid emergence of new Pfs races has increased research focus on downy mildew
disease studies and downy mildew resistance breeding efforts in spinach. A reliable, accurate,
and efficient disease screening method for the downy mildew pathogen on spinach to
characterize race-phenotypes could be an advantage for race typing of isolates from a field, from
a given cultivar, or a region. Knowledge of what race or races are prevalent in a given area is
critical for the development and deployment of effective resistance to the downy mildew
pathogen. The use of a detached leaf assay could be very beneficial in terms of resources and
could increase the number of isolates that can be evaluated at a given time. The detached leaf
inoculation method allows evaluating a single plant for resistance against multiple races of the
spinach downy mildew pathogen. Besides, this method allows a large number of genotypes to be
screened for resistance with reduced resources. This method is especially relevant to the spinach
industry since the rate of appearance of new races of the pathogen has dramatically increased in
the last fifteen years (Feng et al., 2018), likely as a result of asexual variation (Lyon et al., 2016)
and sexual recombination (Lyon et al., 2016; Kandel et al., 2019) within the populations of the
pathogen.
As part of the study, the detached leaf assay also was used effectively to maintain the
obligate pathogen through multiple infection cycles only on detached leaves. Disease incidence
and severity ratings on detached leaves of the spinach differential cultivars inoculated using Pfs
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maintained solely on the detached leaves of susceptible cultivar showed high correlation with the
whole plants of the differential cultivar inoculated using regular inoculum (Pfs inoculum
maintained on whole plants). This indicates the potential use of detached leaves as a viable “in
vitro” option to maintain, propagate, and store isolates of the downy mildew pathogen. Detached
leaves have been used to maintain and store quinoa downy mildew (Testen, 2012).
The detached leaf assay could also be used to provide a method to improve our
understanding of the epidemiology of the spinach downy mildew pathogen by examining a wide
range of variables including sporangiospores viability, genetic diversity, and population
structure. Initial studies have shown that there is considerable diversity of the spinach downy
mildew pathogen on a regional scale (Lyon et al., 2016). Recently, the detached leaf assay has
been used to examine genetic crosses of Pfs arising from individual oospores of the pathogen and
that this may in turn help to discern population genetics and evolution of new pathotypes or races
of the pathogen (Dhillon et al., 2019).
This is the first report to present a comparative evaluation of a downy mildew response in
the set of spinach differential cultivars using a detached leaf assay and the standard whole plant
assay. An efficient, reliable, and non-destructive assay that can reduce labor and resource inputs
will allow for the race characterization of a larger number of isolates from a given area and allow
for the simultaneous screening of many spinach genotypes for resistance. Detached leaf
inoculation assays have proven to be valuable in several other host-pathogen systems, including
taro late blight (Brooks, 2008), downy mildew in grapes (Boso and Kassemeyer, 2008), and late
blight in Solanum species (Vleeshouwers et al., 1999). Reduction in space requirements, ease of
management, and lower inoculum requirements make the detached leaf inoculation technique
more attractive option in plant disease studies, including spinach downy mildew. On the other
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hand, the possible limitations of the detached leaf method include the maintenance of the
optimum humidity inside of the Petri dish during the incubation phase in the growth chamber, as
a low humidity may impede downy mildew development and high humidity may lead to shorter
shelf-life of the leaf tissue. Moreover, this method shows the potential to increase our
understanding of the epidemiology of the spinach downy mildew pathogen, the genetics of
resistance, and accelerate the efforts to breed for resistance to this economically important
pathogen.
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Appendix

Figure 1. Downy mildew disease response of the spinach genotypes following the detached leaf
inoculation method. Detached leaves were inoculated with Peronospora effusa race 13 (Pfs 13).
Disease signs and symptoms were examined at seven days post-inoculation. a. Hydrus, a
resistant differential cultivar does not show any sign of downy mildew. b. NIL2 is susceptible to
Pfs 13 and the leaves show chlorosis and sporulation.
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Table 1. Disease responses of spinach differential cultivars to the spinach downy mildew
pathogen [Peronospora effusa race 13 (Pfs 13)] maintained on whole plants (WP) or detached
leaves (DL) in a whole plant or detached leaf bioassay. Disease response of the differential
cultivars inoculated using Pfs maintained exclusively on the detached leaves are also presented.

Cultivars
Viroflay
NIL2
NIL3
NIL4
NIL5
NIL6
Whale
Califlay
NIL1
Caladonia
Pigeon
Hydrus
Meerkat

Expected DM response

DM response following DL assayx

w

Pfs maintained on WPy

Pfs maintained on DLz

WP

DL

WP

DL

WP

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

w

Known downy mildew response of the spinach differential cultivars as reported in Feng et al.,
2014, 2018 following the standard whole plant inoculation method. A plant showing chlorosis
and sporulation on cotyledons, true leaves, or both was classified as susceptible (+). A plant
without chlorosis or sporulation was rated as resistant (-). A spinach cultivar was classified as
susceptible if more than 85% of the plants were diseased (+), or classified as resistant if less
than 15% of plants were diseased (-).
x
Downy mildew disease response of each cultivar following the whole plant (WP) and detached
leaf (DL) inoculation assay conducted to validate the detached leaf inoculation assay.
y
Pfs inoculum was prepared weekly on the whole plants of the susceptible cultivar Viroflay in a
separate tray. The disease response report is from the three independent inoculation tests for
each cultivar
z
Pfs infected detached leaves on the Petri dishes were only used to prepare spore suspension and
were used to inoculate the detached leaf of differential cultivars. The disease response report is
from the two independent inoculation tests for each cultivar.
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CHAPTER III

MAPPING RESISTANCE TO DOWNY MILDEW RACE 16 IN SPINACH POPULATION
SEGREGATING FROM CULTIVAR WHALE
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Abstract
Downy mildew, caused by the oomycete Peronospora effusa [=P. farinosa f. sp.
spinaciae] is the most devastating disease in spinach. The P. effusa shows race specificities to
the resistant host and a total of 17 races have been reported. Over ten new P. effusa races were
identified in the last three decades, and the new races are overcoming the resistance genes
deployed in the newly released commercial cultivars. The main objective of this research is to
map the RPF3 locus from spinach cultivar Whale inoculated with P. effusa race 16 and to
identify associated SNP markers and candidate genes. The spinach breeding population derived
from the cross of cultivars Whale and Lazio were inoculated with P. effusa race 16 in the growth
chamber and dew chamber facility, and disease responses were recorded. Association analysis
conducted in multiple programs using Genotyping by sequencing (GBS) markers identified six
significant SNPs. The downy mildew resistance RPF3 locus was mapped to a 0.57 Mb region on
chromosome 3 that includes four disease resistance candidates genes (Spo12736, Spo12784,
Spo12908, and Spo1282) within 2.69-11.28 kb of the peak SNP. The results from this study
could be valuable in understanding the genetic basis of downy mildew resistance, and the SNP
marker will be useful in spinach breeding to select for resistant lines.
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Introduction
Spinach (S. oleracea) is an important cool-season leafy vegetable crop. Most of the
spinach in the United States (US) is cultivated in the valleys of California and Arizona during
mild-cold seasons, and in New Jersey, and Texas (Koike et al., 2011). Spinach is a diploid (2n =
2x = 12), dioecious, wind-pollinated crop and is highly heterozygous. Spinach is nutritious with
an excellent source of vitamins, proteins, flavonoids, and are low in calories (Cao et al., 1996;
Howard et al., 2002). Spinach leaves are sold fresh, frozen, and in cans, and there is an
increasing demand for spinach in the US and elsewhere. Fresh-cut spinach is used as salad,
cooked singly or mixed with other vegetables, and added in soup, pizza, pasta, and other dishes.
Downy mildew (DM), the most economically important disease of spinach, is caused by
an obligate oomycete Peronospora effusa formerly known as P. farinosa f. sp. spinaciae (Pfs). A
total of 17 unique races of P. effusa have been documented (Satou et al., 2006; Irish et al., 2007;
Feng et al., 2014, 2018a), and more than ten new races were reported in the last three decades.
Downy mildew reproduces asexually by producing sporangia. Asexual spores are disseminated
with rain splash and wind and germinate after landing on young leaves. Cold and wet weather
favors germination and growth of the downy mildew, irregular chlorotic lesions appear on leaf
surface after few days of infection, and sporangia are formed under high humidity (Correll et al.,
1990, 1994). A standardized set of differential cultivars are used to differentiate P. effusa races,
and the novel virulence confirmed among multiple labs is reported as a new race by the
International Working Group on Peronospora (IWGP). The continuous emergence of new P.
effusa races is a severe threat to the spinach industry. Significant increase in the production area
in last two decades, planting in a higher density, year-round production, and planting of resistant
cultivars with narrow genetic background increases selection pressure, continuous increase in
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organic production area provides a niche for P. effusa growth and multiplication, and these
phenomena in combination are conducive for the emergence of a new race. New races are likely
a result of asexual variation (Lyon et al., 2016a) and sexual recombination (Lyon et al., 2016a;
Kandel et al., 2019) within the populations of the pathogen.
Downy mildew can be controlled using fungicides, biofungicides, and crop rotations, but
chemical control is expensive and reduces quality and yield (Correll et al., 2011; Klosterman,
2016; Subbarao et al., 2018). However, spinach is often organically grown for which chemical
control is unacceptable. Developing new resistant cultivars is the most promising disease
management approach. Selection for downy mildew resistance is the primary objective of all
spinach breeding programs (Morelock and Correll, 2008). Identifying additional resistance
sources against the known P. effusa races is necessary to breed durable resistant varieties to
sustain the commercial production of spinach. Most of the downy mildew resistant spinach
cultivars were breed using single-gene resistance against each P. effusa race, and these dominant
resistant genes are known as RPF (Resistance to Peronospora farinosa) genes. Six different RPF
loci were hypothesized to govern resistance against the P. effusa races (Correll et al., 2011), and
so far, RPF1-3 have been genetically characterized (Feng et al., 2018b). Genetic characterization
of the resistance sources and identification of markers flanking the resistant genes will facilitate
R-gene pyramiding, breeding, and selection for new resistant cultivars.
The RPF1 locus is governed by a single dominant allele and maps to chromosome 3. A
codominant marker, DM1, is 1.7 cM from the RPF1 locus and has been widely used to select for
resistance (Irish et al., 2008). Similarly, marker 5B14r identified from the resistance gene
analogs (RGA) cosegregates with the DM1 marker (Feng et al., 2015). Downy mildew resistance
loci RPF1, RPF2, and RPF3 were mapped to 1.5 Mb regions of chromosome 3, and closely
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linked PCR markers that can distinguish the RPF1-3 loci were reported (Feng et al., 2018b). The
locus was further narrowed to a 0.89 Mb region, extending from 0.34 to 1.23 Mb, containing 14
putative disease resistance genes of which Spo12729, Spo12784, and Spo12903 were reported as
the most likely candidate genes (She et al., 2018) based on protein homology search between
resistant and susceptible lines. Five downy mildew resistance genes were predicted based on the
NBS-LRR domain in the spinach genome (Xu et al., 2017).
The hybrid spinach cultivar Whale contains downy mildew resistance locus RPF3 while
the cultivar Lazio contains the RPF2 and RPF4 loci, and their resistance response to the P. effusa
races are known (Feng et al., 2014, 2018a). Spinach cultivar Whale is resistant to P. effusa races
1-3, 5, 8-9, 11-12, 14, 16, and susceptible to P. effusa races 4, 6-7, 10, 13, 15. Similarly, Lazio is
resistant to races 1-10, 15, and is susceptible to races 11-14, 16. Genetic linkage mapping and
genome-wide association mapping are commonly used to identify linked markers or associated
genomic regions controlling the genetic variation of the phenotype of interest. Biparental QTL
mapping requires the development of progeny segregating for a trait of interest, while association
mapping can be conducted in diverse germplasm or mixed population. Association mapping
analysis has been reported using the F2 population in plants and animals (Wallace et al., 2016;
Guo et al., 2017; Minamikawa et al., 2018), including the mapping of the downy mildew
resistance in hops (Humulus lupulus L.) (Henning et al., 2016).
As the cultivar Whale is resistant to P. effusa race 16 and the Lazio is susceptible, the
objective of this study was to map the RPF3 locus from a spinach population segregating from
cultivars Whale and Lazio. This mapping effort will provide a higher resolution of the resistance
region, identify SNP marker, and the candidate genes associated with the downy mildew
resistance from cultivar Whale.
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Materials and Methods
Plant materials and phenotyping
A breeding population developed from a cross of cultivar Whale and Lazio was screened
for resistance to the race 16 of P. effusa (isolate UA201519B) in this study. The segregating
population was generated by planting the F1 cultivars in the greenhouse, and three weeks old
plants (>20) of each cultivar were moved into an isolator for crossing, and seeds were harvested
in bulk from the isolator. The susceptible cultivar Viroflay, Lazio, and resistant cultivar Whale
were also included as a control. Seeds were sown in 25 x 50-cm plastic trays filled with potting
soil (Sun Gro Horticulture, Canada). Each plant tray contains ten rows and 10-15 seeds per row
were planted. After germination, 6-8 plants were kept per row and were labeled using a plant tag.
Plants were grown in the greenhouse (25°C) for two weeks, watered daily, and fertilized weekly
using Miracle-Gro® All Purpose Plant Food.
Inoculation and downy mildew screening
A leaf was excised and stored for DNA extraction from each of the labeled seedlings.
Remaining plants were inoculated following the routine method (Feng et al., 2014, 2018a).
Briefly, the inoculum was increased in a susceptible cultivar Viroflay every week, and the fresh
inoculum was used to inoculate the spinach population. Sporangia were washed off from the
infected leaves of Viroflay in cold (4°C) distilled water. Inoculum suspension was filtered using
two layers of cheesecloth and diluted to 105 spores/ml and sprayed with a Badger basic spray gun
(model 250) onto whole plants or detached leaves until the cotyledons and true leaves were wet.
Inoculated plants in trays were incubated in a dew chamber (18°C) for 24 h. Following the dew
chamber incubation, the plant trays were moved to a growth chamber (18°C, 12 h dark-light
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cycle). After six days, plant trays were returned to the dew chamber (18°C) for 24 h to induce
sporulation and disease reactions of each plant were scored.
Downy mildew disease reactions were scored qualitatively for incidence by visual
inspection for the presence or absence of sporulation. Severity was scored quantitatively on a
scale of 0-100%, representing the percentage of leaf area covered with sporulation. Qualitative
disease response was used as phenotype data to conduct association analysis.
Sequencing and marker discovery
Genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS), as described by Elshire et al., (2011) was pursued to
sequence the population and identify Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) markers. Young
leaves of each seedling were harvested before inoculation and stored at -80°C. Genomic DNA
was extracted using the CTAB (cetyl trimethylammonium bromide) method. The DNA quality
was checked on 1% agarose gel, quantified using NanoDrop, and submitted for sequencing at the
UW-Madison Biotech center.
DNA quality and integrity were checked at the Biotech labs using Quant-IT PicoGreen
fluorescent dye (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA). DNA was digested using ApeKI
restriction enzyme, and digested fragments of each sample were ligated with unique barcode
adapters and Illumina adapters. Samples were pooled in equal proportion to construct GBS
libraries as described in Elshire at al. (2011). GBS libraries were amplified, purified, and
sequenced as 150 bp paired-end reads on NovaSeq (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA).
The raw sequence reads were preprocessed to remove sequencing adapters and filtered
for low-quality bases for a minimum quality of Q20 using skewer (Jiang et al., 2014). The
remaining good quality reads were demultiplexed and aligned to the six chromosomal scaffolds
of the spinach reference genome (http://www.spianchbase.org) using Bowtie 2 software
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(Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). The aligned sequence reads were then analyzed with the
TASSEL GBS version 2 pipeline (Bradbury et al., 2007; Glaubitz et al., 2014) for genotyping
and SNP calling. VCFtools (Danecek et al., 2011) was used to filter for multiallelic SNPs and to
keep biallelic SNPs. Furthermore, SNPs were filtered in PLINK v1.9 (Purcell et al., 2007; Chang
et al., 2015) for missing data (<25%), individual missing (<25%), minor allele frequency (MAF
<0.02), and Hardy Weinberg equilibrium (1e-07) in both case and control. The density plot of the
filtered SNPs was drawn using CMplot package in R to show SNP distribution on six
chromosomes of spinach.
Population structure
Genetic structure was analyzed using a model-based clustering algorithm in
ADMIXTURE v1.22 (Alexander et al., 2009) to define the subpopulation structure of the
spinach panels and to assign individuals to sub-population groups. The filtered SNP dataset was
pruned for linkage disequilibrium (LD) in PLINK (--indep-pairwise 50 5 0.2 option) to remove
correlated pairs of SNPs. LD pruned SNPs were used to run ADMIXTURE analysis with tenfold cross-validation for one to ten groups. An optimum number of subpopulation groups were
determined based on the lowest cross-validation error, and the Q matrices were used to draw the
barplot to visualize the clustering among spinach genotypes. ADMIXTURE estimates the
probability of the membership of an individual to each of the clusters, a cutoff probability of 0.75
was used to assign an individual to a cluster, and individuals with less than 0.75 membership
probabilities were assigned to an admixed group.
The principal component analysis was run using the identity by state (IBS) matrix
calculated with the LD pruned SNPs in PLINK. The number of PC was chosen according to the
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optimum subpopulation determined in ADMIXTURE to use as a covariate in PLINK to control
population structure, and a PCA plot was drawn using R package ggplot2.
Genomic association analysis
Four GWAS models were run in three different programs. GWAS was conducted using
the general linear model (GLM), including principal components (PCA) and mixed linear model
(MLM), including kinship matrix (K) and PCA in TASSEL 5.2.31 (Bradbury et al., 2007). The
phenotype score was changed to 1 for resistant and 9 for susceptible disease response. MLM is
widely used to analyze quantitative traits that assume errors are normally distributed, mutually
independent, and are homoscedastic. However, fitting the MLM on the binary trait violates
statistical assumptions and often results in an increased false-positive discovery rate, and hence
association analysis was conducted on multiple programs, including models developed to
analyze qualitative traits.
The GWAS signals identified in the TASSEL programs were further confirmed using the
logistic regression model in the PLINK v1.9 and logistic mixed model (LMM) in the GENESIS
R Bioconductor package. Disease incidence data were used as a binary phenotype (0= Resistant,
1= Susceptible) trait to map the resistance loci in the PLINK and GENESIS model. Association
analysis was performed in PLINK using the PCA clusters generated on the matrix of IBS sharing
of all individual pairs and the PC was used as a covariate to control for genetic relatedness.
GENESIS uses mixed models to test genetic association using PC-AiR to compute
principal components to use as fixed effect covariates to account for unknown and known
relatedness between genotypes (Conomos et al., 2015), and a kinship matrix (or genetic
relationship matrix) estimated from PC-Relate to use as a random effect to account for phenotype
correlation due to genetic similarity among samples (Conomos et al., 2016). The principal
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component and kinship matrix were calculated in GENESIS using LD pruned SNPs. Kinship
matrix was added as a random effect in the null model, and the principal components were added
as a fixed-effects covariate in the GWAS model to estimate the SNP association using the score
test. Manhattan plots and QQplots from all models were generated using the qqman and CMplot
package in R. Bonferroni correction (0.05/n) was used as a threshold for significance of markertrait association and -log10(P) >5.34 have been reported.
Haplotype analysis
Haplotype block analysis was performed within the associated region (0.60-1.40 Mb) in
the Haploview 4.2 software (Barrett et al., 2005), the blocks were defined using the solid spline
to LD method, and a pairwise measure of LD (r2) was plotted as a heatmap. For the same set of
SNPs, the association of the haplotypes with the P. effusa race16 resistance was inferred in
Haploview using a chi-square haplotype-test and a difference in haplotype frequencies between
the resistant and susceptible panels were noted.
Candidate gene identification
Highly significant SNPs identified from multiple association models were used to search
for candidate genes in the spinach genome sequences (Collins et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2017;
http://www.spianchbase.org). Genes located within 12 kb of the peak SNPs providing disease
resistances against plant pathogens were considered potential candidates, and their annotated
functions were reported. Furthermore, genes within the haplotype block that contained the
associated SNPs were searched. For the LD blocks that harbored the associated SNPs but not
include disease resistance genes, the nearby (10 kb) genes were considered as potential candidate
genes.
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Results
Downy mildew resistance
Spinach cultivar Whale is resistant to P. effusa race 16, while Lazio is susceptible (Feng
et al., 2014, 2018a). A spinach population segregating from cultivar Whale and Lazio, parent
cultivars, and susceptible cultivar Viroflay were screened for resistance against race 16 of P.
effusa. Expected downy mildew signs and symptoms were observed in the susceptible cultivar
Viroflay and Lazio, and the resistant cultivar Whale following P. effusa race16 inoculation. The
spinach population under investigation showed downy mildew severity in a range of 0-100%.
Association analysis was conducted using the binary disease scores of 172 spinach lines (49
resistant and 123 susceptible) that remained after filtering for the individual lines with high
missing SNP calls and parental lines.
Sequencing and SNP discovery
A total of 269 million raw reads were generated from the Illumina NovaSeq run with an
average of 1.38 million reads/sample. After filtering for sequencing adapters and low-quality
bases, 2.63 million (98%) good reads were retained and aligned with the six chromosomes of the
spinach reference genome (http://www.spianchbase.org). Fifty-one thousand SNPs were called
using the TASSEL v2 pipeline, and the SNPs were named with the ‘Chr_position’ format as
‘S3_658306’. VCFtools filtered 43 k biallelic SNPs were imported in PLINK and filtered for
missing calls (>25%), individuals with more than 25% SNPs, MAF (<2%), and HWE (>1e-07).
The final filtered dataset contained 10788 SNPs, and the distribution of SNPs on the six
chromosomes of spinach was presented as a density plot (Fig. 1).
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Population structure
Pruning for high LD SNPs to remove correlated pairs of SNPs in PLINK retained 7752
SNPs. The LD pruned SNPs were used to analyze the genetic structure of the spinach panel on
ADMIXTURE software. The ADMIXTURE cross-validation error supports two main clusters in
the spinach panel (Fig. 2A). A membership cutoff of 0.75 was used to divide spinach genotypes
into two sub-population, and genotypes with membership-coefficient <0.75 were considered
admixed (Fig. 2B). Of the 172 spinach genotypes, 85 were assigned to group 1, 84 were assigned
to group 2, and the remaining three genotypes were assigned to an admixed group. The principal
component analysis was performed in PLINK and the first two principal components accounted
for 13.21% and 10.21% of the total genetic variation. The first two PC differentiated the
association panels into two genetic subgroups (Fig. 3). The resistance and susceptible genotypes
were present in both groups, and no strong relationship between genetic structure and the
resistance phenotype was observed (Fig. 3). The first two principal components on the matrix of
IBS sharing of all pairs of individuals were used as covariates in PLINK to control population
stratification.
Genomic regions associated with P. effusa race 16 resistance
Association analysis was conducted to identify genetic loci governing the resistance to
race 16 of P. effusa in a panel of 172 spinach population. GWAS models were run using GBS
SNPs on multiple programs to determine consistent associations and to avoid spurious
associations. The Bonferroni significance threshold (LOD value >5.34) was used to call for the
association. Significant SNPs detected on multiple programs and association models were of
high-confidence and were considered to associate with the P. effusa race 16 resistance. The high-
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confident SNPs identified from the association study were used to explore for the candidate
genes.
Association analysis was performed in TASSEL using the GLM model by including two
principal components to control population structure. Also, the MLM model was run in TASSEL
by adding the first two principal components and kinship matrices as covariates to control the
population structure and family relatedness. Nine significant SNPs were detected in the GLM
model (Table 1, Fig. 4A), while only three of the SNPs loci showed significance in the MLM
model (Fig. 4B). All significant SNPs were present in the 0.66-1.23 Mb (0.57 Mb) region of
chromosome 3. The SNP loci S3_1050601, S3_1231197, and S3_692697 were detected on both
the GLM and the MLM model in TASSEL. The phenotypic variance (R2) explained by the three
SNPs loci averaged 20% in the GLM and MLM models.
A logistic regression model was run in PLINK using the PCA covariates to control for
population structure. PCA clustering was performed in PLINK using the LD pruned SNPs and
the IBS values calculated from the LD pruned SNPs. Only one SNP locus (S3_1231197) exceeds
the Bonferroni threshold in the PLINK logistic regression model (Fig. 5).
Finally, the logistic mixed model analysis was performed using the GENESIS package in
R. The genetic relatedness matrix estimated via PC-AiR and PC-Relate methods was used to fit a
logistic model, and the Score test was used to assign the significance. The PC-AiR and parallelcoordinate plot showed two PCs informative of the ancestry in the samples, and the first two PCs
separate the population (Fig. 6). Six loci (S3_1231197, S3_692697, S3_1050601, S3_658306,
S3_1227787, S3_1227802) were significantly associated with the P. effusa race 16 resistance in
the GENESIS model (Fig. 6), and all the associated loci were identified in the TASSEL GLM
model.
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Haplotype analysis
Haplotype block analysis was performed using 23 SNPs in the 0.57 kb region of
chromosome 3 associated with the P. effusa race 16 resistance. Seven haplotype blocks were
observed in the region with two blocks containing the five associated SNPs. SNP S3_658306 and
S3_692697 associated with P. effusa race 16 resistance were in a block with a moderate LD
(average r2 >0.34) (Fig. 7). Similarly, three SNP loci (S3_1227787, S3_1227802, S3_1231197)
formed a haplotype block with an average r2 >0.64. Of the six significant SNPs associated with
the P. effusa race 16 resistance, SNP S3_1050601 did not belong to any haplotype block.
Haplotype alleles from block 1 and block 7 revealed a significant association with the P. effusa
race 16 resistance (Table 2) and the haplotype GA, AT from block 1 and haplotype CGT, AAC
in block 7 showed a large difference in frequency between resistant and susceptible groups.
Candidate gene analysis
Six high confidence SNPs were associated with the P. effusa race16 resistance in this
panel. The SNPs regions were explored further to refine the downy mildew resistance candidate
genes. This study maps the RPF3 locus in an interval of 0.57 Mb of chromosome 3 using the
structured population of 172 lines. All six SNPs were mapped to the proximal end of
chromosome 3, particularly in three physical regions (0.66-0.69 Mb, 1.05 Mb, 1.23 Mb) (Fig. 7).
These three regions harbor disease resistance candidate genes Spo12736, Spo12784, Spo12908,
and Spo12821 (Table 1) within 2.69-11.28 kb of the peak SNPs.
Five associated SNPs formed two haplotype blocks in Haploview and the genes within or
near the haplotype blocks were searched to increase the confidence of branding the candidate
genes. Two disease resistance candidate genes were present within LD block 1. The Spo12736
gene is 8.92 kb downstream from the SNP S3_658306 while the Spo12784 gene was 2.69 kb
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upstream of the SNP S3_692697. On the other hand, LD block 7 did not harbor the candidate
disease resistance gene, but the associated SNP S3_122787 was only 7.86 kb downstream of the
Spo12821 gene. SNP S3_1050601 did not form a group but was in LD with the markers in block
7 (r2 ~ 0.34-0.49).
The four candidate genes (Spo12736, Spo12784, Spo12908, and Spo12821) lying within
or near the associated SNP or LD blocks were annotated as NB-ARC leucine-rich repeat (LRR),
disease resistance protein, and CC-NBS-LRR disease resistance protein in the SpinachBase
(http://www.spinachbase.org). All the identified candidate gene family are associated with
functions in the plant disease resistance mechanism. The proximal end of chromosome 3
contains several other annotated disease resistance genes (Xu et al., 2017; She et al., 2018) and
the markers for the RPF1, RPF2, and RPF3 loci (Irish et al., 2008; Feng et al., 2018b) were
mapped in the same region (Fig. 7).
Discussion
Downy mildew resistance
Downy mildew infestation reduces the yield and quality of fresh-market spinach as a low
threshold (<5%) of infected leaves makes the crop unmarketable and involves an additional labor
cost to manually discard infested plants in the commercial field (Feng et al., 2018b). Genetic
resistance offers an efficient disease control method and has been adopted to control downy
mildew in spinach (Correll et al., 2011). However, the rapid emergence of the new P. effusa
races is overcoming the genetic resistance deployed in the newly released cultivars (Correll et al.,
2011; Feng et al., 2018a). Spinach breeding relies on the planned deployment of resistance genes
from two parents in a hybrid cultivar. For any new P. effusa races, breeding involves screening
of the resistance sources to identify race-specific resistance loci to incorporate in the new
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cultivars (Correll et al., 2011). The need for stable resistant varieties against all known DM races
is vital, and hence identification and mapping of downy mildew resistance loci from the
cultivars, germplasm collections, and wild species are prioritized to combat rapidly evolving
virulent races. Genetic characterization of the available resistance sources and identification of
tightly linked markers allow adopting a marker-based selection system in developing new
varieties. Traditional screening and selection methods based on evaluating the whole plants are
labor-intensive, P. effusa being an obligate biotroph requires living tissue for sporangia
production, and the downy mildew phenotyping requires an environment controlled facilities.
Identifying markers and adopting marker assisted selection (MAS) would expedite and ease the
selection of downy mildew resistant spinach lines, and the selection would be efficient in terms
of cost and resource need. Thus, molecular markers are being developed in spinach (Irish et al.,
2008; Feng et al., 2015, 2018b). Characterization of each RPF locus and identification of genebased markers will enhance the efficiency and precision of selection and in developing new
downy mildew resistance cultivars. Indeed identification of new resistance loci and linked DNA
markers will make the pyramiding or stacking of multiple resistance loci (RPFs) into a single
cultivar feasible. Varieties with multiple resistant genes are attractive options to the spinach
industry as such varieties are considered to be durably resistant because the evolution of new
virulent race against multiple RPF loci is less likely to occur (McDonald and Linde, 2002).
Following the downy mildew evaluation on a panel of seedling population segregating
from cultivar Whale, around 28% genotypes were identified as resistant to race 16 of P. effusa.
The population was not an actual biparental population, and the phenotype and marker data did
not fit a 3:1 ratio. Spinach is a dioecious crop, with separate male and female plants, although,
some monoecious plants are found (Morelock and Correll, 2008). The female and male parents
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used in spinach crosses are often heterozygous lines, and hence, the generation of a highly
homozygous parent or inbred lines for linkage QTL studies are difficult. In this regard,
association studies offer a good alternative as no biparental populations are required to map the
locus. For this reason, association analysis was conducted to map the resistance loci in the
population screened for resistance to race 16 of P. effusa. Significantly associated SNP markers
identified in this study will be validated in multiple populations to extend their use as a KASP
marker, and narrow down the downy mildew resistance RPF3 and other RPF locus.
GWAS analysis for downy mildew resistance
Downy mildew is the major constraint to spinach production. Finding new resistance
sources and characterization of all resistant genotypes to identify novel resistant alleles are
urgently needed. In this study, a panel of 172 spinach genotypes was evaluated for resistance to
P. effusa race 16 in the controlled environment chambers. Binary disease scores were used to
conduct the association analysis as downy mildew resistance is considered to be governed by a
major gene. A total of 10,788 high-quality GBS SNPs were used to conduct genome-wide
association analysis to extend our understanding of the genetic resistance of the RPF3 locus at a
higher resolution. The spinach panel was subdivided into two subpopulations in both principal
component analysis (PCA) and the ADMIXTURE analysis. Downy mildew resistant lines were
present in each of the sub-populations. PCA and relationship matrices were used as covariates in
the mixed model analysis in TASSEL and GENESIS to account for the population structure and
relatedness effect. Similarly, Bonferroni correction (LOD value >5.34) was used to control the
spurious association.
Association analysis was performed using multiple models and programs to sort
consensus sets of SNPs and to increase the confidence of the detected SNPs. The general linear
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model with the principal component implemented in TASSEL identified a few more associated
SNPs than the mixed linear model in TASSEL that accounts for both population structure and
kinship (Table 1). However, the SNPs (S3_692697, S3_1050601, S3_1231197) identified in the
MLM model falls in all three associated regions. The principal component covariates based
logistic regression model in PLINK detected only one SNP (S3_1231197) that passed the
Bonferroni threshold. Similarly, the mixed linear model implemented in GENESIS detected an
additional three SNPs (S3_658306, S3_1227787, S3_12277802) not identified in the TASSEL
mixed model. Association analysis shows the genetic basis of race 16 of P. effusa is governed by
a narrow region on chromosome 3. The resistance locus was mapped to a 0.57 Mb interval on
chromosome 3 containing four plant defense regulating genes in three nearby zones. The
genomic position of the high-confidence SNPs detected in multiple models was examined to
identify the nearby disease resistance candidate genes. Association results from this study falls in
the same region as the previously mapped RPF regions in spinach (Feng et al., 2018b; She et al.,
2018) illustrating that the use of a small panel of breeding population (bi-parental, multi-parent,
or mixed progenies) were efficient to identify the association with the qualitative traits and map
the locus in spinach.
Downy mildew resistance in spinach is hypothesized to be governed by a major gene
with a substantial effect on phenotype. Despite expected high LOD and R2 values for the
resistant locus, a medium LOD and R2 values, on average of 5.34-9.6 and 20% were observed for
the SNP markers associated with the Pfs16 resistance. The low LOD might be because of the
associated SNPs are far from the candidate genes, and the population was mixed. Spinach is
open-pollinated and highly heterozygous species, and the linkage disequilibrium decay is faster
and is estimated at around 4 Kb in spinach (Xu et al., 2017). On the other hand, multiple
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moderate effect genes or a gene with multiple alleles might control the resistance, and so each
SNP regions showed relatively lower LOD values. Despite the moderate LOD and R2 values, the
current result provided a high-resolution characterization of the RPF3 resistance locus.
Additional information from this report and further understanding of the genetic mechanism
underlying the resistance mechanism may be helpful in downy mildew resistance breeding and to
deploy the resistance alleles.
Downy mildew resistance candidate genes
Polymorphisms in the causal genes regulating the phenotypic differences are of
biological interest and identification of candidate genes aids in functional characterization and
identification of polymorphism within the functional genes. Common SNPs identified from
multiple association models were pursued to search for disease resistance candidate genes. None
of the associated SNPs fall on gene region responsible for disease resistance; however, most of
the associated SNPs were within 10 kb of the gene with functions pertinent to disease resistance.
SNPs S3_658306 and S3_692697 associated with Pfs 16 resistance in this study are in an LD
block and harbor the two disease resistance genes Spo12736 and Spo12784. Another SNP
S3_1050601 associated with P. effusa race 16 resistance is close to disease resistance gene
Spo12908, but this SNP was not in LD with other nearby SNPs. Similarly, three SNPs
(S3_1227787, S3_1227802, S3_1231197) in an LD block were less than 8 kb from the disease
resistance gene Spo12821.
The proximal end of chromosome 3 contains 14 annotated disease resistance genes (Xu et
al., 2017; She et al., 2018) and the markers for RPF1, RPF2, and RPF3 were mapped in the same
region (Irish et al., 2008; Feng et al., 2015, 2018b). The RPF1 candidate gene region was
narrowed to 1.5 Mb region in (Feng et al., 2018b) and to a 0.89 Mb region in (She et al., 2018).
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Based on the NBS-LRR domain in the spinach genome, five genes (Spo12736, Spo12784,
Spo12903, Spo12905, Spo12821) were predicted as a potential downy mildew resistance
candidate genes (Xu et al., 2017). Recently, a fine mapping approach pursued to map the RPF1
locus identified Spo12729, Spo12784, and Spo12903 as the most likely candidate genes based on
amino acid conserved domain analysis between resistant and susceptible lines (She et al., 2018).
Association analysis was performed to characterize the RPF3 locus using the breeding
population derived from cultivar whale, and the locus was mapped to the three genomic regions
(0.66-0.69 Mb, 1.05 Mb, 1.23 Mb) of chromosome 3 and four genes Spo12736, Spo12784,
Spo12908, and Spo12821 were identified as the most probable candidate genes. The candidate
genes were annotated as NB-ARC leucine-rich repeat (LRR) and CC-NBS-LRR disease
resistance protein (Table 1). The NBS-LRR domains are the most common plant disease
resistance gene that acts as a receptor of pathogen effectors to activate the signaling cascades for
defense (Jones and Dangl, 2006). RPF3 genes postulated from current mapping effort falls in the
same region as reported in earlier work, but the region (0.66-1.23 Mb) contains more than ten
disease resistance genes (Xu et al., 2017; She et al., 2018). Three of the four candidate genes
identified in this work except Spo12908 were reported as downy mildew resistance candidate
genes (Xu et al., 2017). Gene Spo12784 identified as a potential candidate gene for RPF3 locus
in this study was also reported as a candidate gene for the RPF1 locus (She et al., 2018).
RPF1-6 has been established and is being characterized at the genetic level, although
much effort and emphasis have been focused on cloning of the RPF1 gene. It is essential to
characterize and discover major and minor downy mildew resistance genes to bridge the gap that
downy mildew with the potential to rapidly evolve with new virulences that may overcome the
effective resistances deployed in the commercial cultivars and may wipe-off commercial
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cultivation of spinach. Detailed genetic characterization of the resistance genes allows molecular
breeding with an increased selection efficiency in terms of time and precision to deploy the
resistant alleles during cultivar development. On the other hand, functional characterization of
the R genes will allow understanding of the genetic and functional mechanism of host-pathogen
interaction and disease development, mechanism of evolution of the new virulent races and their
strategy to overcome the available resistances. Such information will be useful to formulate a
new strategy in spinach breeding and cultivar development and to provide an explained model of
the host-pathogen interaction to translate in crop disease management and breeding.
The development of functional markers residing on the gene is most desirable, but it
warrants gene identification and cloning with explained functions of the domains towards
resistance-susceptibility. Development of genetically linked and associated markers are
commonly used in plant breeding programs to select plants with expected phenotype just based
on the marker genotype data. With recent advancements in sequencing platforms and reduction
of sequencing costs, it is now possible to sequence a panel of plant genome or transcriptome at a
reasonable price. Whole-genome resequencing of spinach core collections is ongoing, and the
sequence-based genomic resources and millions of SNP of the core collections will be available
soon, and the new resources will allow expanding our current understanding of genetics,
genomics, and biology of commercially important traits.
A GWAS analysis was performed in a set of 172 spinach genotypes and mapped a major
locus resistant to race 16 of P. effusa to a 0.57 kb interval of chromosome 3. The SNP loci are
close to the candidate genes that govern disease resistance. The favorable allele can be used in
spinach breeding to select for the resistance genotypes through marker-assisted selection
approaches. Validation of candidate genes Spo12736, Spo12784, Spo12908, and Spo12821 via
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gene-knockout and gene-expression experiments will be explored to uncover the downy mildew
resistance mechanism and control. Research and investigations are ongoing to expand the current
understanding of host-pathogen interaction in spinach downy mildew that mainly includes
identifying and mapping multiple resistance sources, a functional test of the RPF genes, and
characterizing functions of the effector genes. From the perspective of rapidly emerging races
that are breaking down the resistance deployed in commercial cultivars, the host-pathogen battle
in spinach downy mildew system offers a model to understand and explore the continued hostpathogen win-lose interaction, and a newer understanding may help in formulating and adopting
an improved downy mildew resistance breeding strategy. Future reports on an expanded
understanding of spinach-downy mildew host-pathogen interaction and functional
characterization of genetic resistance will be of high value in the scientific community and in
adopting an improved strategy to use the genetic resistance against the downy mildew.
Conclusion summary
The current study identified downy mildew resistance locus using a population
segregating from cultivar Whale. Association mapping was pursued in a breeding population to
map the resistant locus and to identify closely associated SNP markers. Six significantly
associated SNPs markers with the P. effusa race 16 identified in this study were located close to
the annotated disease resistance genes. Candidate genomic regions associated with the P. effusa
race 16 resistance and continual development of race-specific resistance markers will enhance
the efficiency and precision of developing downy mildew resistance cultivars. Indeed
identification of new resistance loci and linked DNA markers will make the pyramiding or
stacking of several resistance sources (multiple RPF loci) into a single cultivar feasible. A
spinach cultivar containing RPF1, RPF2, and RPF3 genes can tolerate P. effusa races 1 through
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16. A single cultivar with multiple resistant genes is an attractive option for the spinach industry
as the varieties will be resistant to multiple pathogen races and may impose hindrance for the
new evolving race in the simultaneous overcoming of the multiple resistance genes in the
cultivar.
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Appendix

Figure 1. Distribution of the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker on the six
chromosomes of spinach. Spinach chromosomes are on the vertical axis. Chromosome length in
Mb is on the horizontal axis, and the color represents the number of SNPs per window, SNP
density.
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Figure 2. Population structure of the spinach panel. 2A. Optimum K was determined using the
minimum cross-validation errors in the data for K. 2B. Classification of spinach genotypes in the
association panel into two genetic sub-population. The horizontal axis represents the spinach
genotypes, and the vertical axis of the plot represents the probability of genotypes belonging to
different genetic groups. Spinach genotypes membership proportion to each population group are
shown with a unique color, red (Q1), and green (Q2).
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Figure 3. Graphical plot of the principal component analysis (PCA) of the 172 spinach
genotypes. The horizontal and vertical axis are the first and second principal components, and
the variances explained by each component are noted. Colors correspond to members of
subpopulation Q1 (red), Q2 (green), and admixed group Q1Q2 (blue). Resistant and susceptible
genotypes are resented by “plus” and “filled circle” signs.
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Figure 4. Manhattan and QQ-plots of genome-wide associations of the P. effusa race 16
resistance in spinach using GLM (4A) and MLM (4B) model in TASSEL. The horizontal and
vertical axis represents the genomic position of the SNP and association power for each SNP
with the trait expressed as -log10(P-value). The dashed line shows the Bonferroni corrected
genomewide threshold.
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Figure 5. Manhattan and QQ-plots of genome-wide associations of the P. effusa race 16
resistance in spinach using logistic regression model inkling principal components in PLINK.
The horizontal and vertical axis represents the genomic position of the SNP and association
power for each SNP with the trait expressed as -log10(P-value). The dashed line shows the
Bonferroni-corrected genomewide threshold.
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Figure 6. A. Manhattan and QQ-plots of genome-wide associations of the P. effusa race 16 resistance in spinach using the GENESIS
program. The horizontal and vertical axis represents the genomic position of the SNP and association power for each SNP with the
trait expressed as -log10(P-value). The dashed line shows the Bonferroni-corrected genomewide threshold. The principal component
analysis (B) and parallel coordinates plot (C) showed two PCs separate the samples and are colored according to the color code in the
ADMIXTURE generated plot.
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Figure 7. Regional association plot and candidate genes for the P. effusa race 16 resistance in spinach. The Manhattan plot of P. effusa
association between 0.65 Mb to 1.25 Mb of chromosome 3. The horizontal and vertical axis represents the genomic position of the
SNP and association power for each SNP with the trait expressed as -log10(P-value) and the red line shows the Bonferroni-corrected
genomewide threshold. The middle panel shows the disease resistance candidate genes in the associated region and are highlighted in
green and named in bold font. The lower panel shows linkage disequilibrium (LD) in the RPF3 associated region (0.65-1.23 Mb)
based on pairwise r2 values. The gray color indicates the intensity of r2 (white for r2=0, shades of gray for 0<r2<1, and black for r2=1).

Table 1: Significantly associated SNP marker with P. effusa race 16 resistance in spinach panel segregating from cultivar whale.
-log10P valuec

S3_1227787 C/A

R2
Candidate
MAF
(%)
Annotation
genese
TASSEL TASSEL PLINK
d
GLM
GENESIS
GLM
MLM
(GC)
0.47 5.76
4.15z
4.03z
5.47
16.6
Spo12736 NB-ARC; leucine-rich
repeat (LRR)
z
0.32 7.98
5.92
4.49
5.89
19.7
Spo12784 NB-ARC; leucine-rich
repeat (LRR)
0.5
9.22
7.2
4.14z
5.51
21.7
Spo12908 CC-NBS-LRR disease
resistance protein
0.47 6.42
5.25z
4.01z
5.37
17.4

S3_1227802 G/A

0.47

6.42

5.25z

4.01z

5.37

17.4

S3_1231197 T/C

0.46

9.61

6.96

5.39

7.35

22.7

SNP
markera

Alleles

S3_658306

G/A

S3_692697

A/T

S3_1050601 T/A

75
a

b

Spo12821

CC-NBS-LRR disease
resistance protein

Kb away from
the gene
8.92 upsteram
2.69
downstream
10.83
downstream
7.86
downstream
7.88
downstream
11.27
downstream

Position of SNP marker on the respective chromosome in basepairs.
Beneficial alleles are bold.
c
Four different association models were performed on three different programs. The principal components (PC) were used in
TASSEL general linear model and the PC and kinship covariates were used in the TASSEL mixed linear model. PC was used to
conduct the logistic regression in PLINK and the genomic control statistic was reported. Mixed model analysis in GENESIS was run
using inbuilt PC-AiR and kinship matrices.
d
Phenotypic variance (%) explained by the marker from the TASSEL general linear model.
y
Candidate genes within the associated region were searched the SpinachBase database (Collins et al., 2019; http://spinachbase.org/).
z
The SNP association signals were below the Bonferroni threshold in this model. However, the association signals on other models
support the SNP as of a high-confidence association, and the result was presented based on association reports obtained from multiple
models.
b

Table 2: Haplotype association analysis at the P. effusa race 16 resistance locus in spinach panel segregating from cultivar whale.

x

SNP haplotypesx

Haplotypes
Alleles Frequency

Ratios
Susceptible Resistant

Chi
-log10P
Candidate genesy
Square value

S3_658306, S3_692697

GA
AT

0.50
0.29

0.75
0.10

0.40
0.37

35.0
24.8

8.5
6.2

Spo12736,
Spo12784

S3_1227787, S3_1227802,
S3_1231197

CGT
AAC

0.45
0.39

0.24
0.67

0.54
0.28

25.7
46.3

6.4
11.0

Spo12821
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The SNPs are named for chromosome and position. Here S3_658306 means SNP loci are located on chromosome 3 and positioned at
658306 bp.
y
Candidate genes were searched in the spinach genome (Xu et al., 2017; http://www.spianchbase.org). Disease resistance genes
within the haplotype block or nearby the haplotype blocks that contain the associated SNPs were reported. The Spo12736 and the
Spo12784 gene, both annotated as NB-ARC; leucine-rich repeat (LRR) is 8.92 kb downstream and 2.69 kb upstream of the Pfs16
associated SNP S3_658306 and S3_692697. The second haplotype block does not harbor the disease resistance gene, but the SNP
S3_122787 is only 7.86 kb downstream of the Spo12821 gene annotated as CC-NBS-LRR disease resistance protein.
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Abstract
Downy mildew, caused by the oomycete Peronospora effusa is the most devastating
disease in spinach. More than ten new races were identified in the last three decades and many
new races are breaking down the genetic resistances of the spinach cultivars. The rapid
emergence of new P. effusa races and increasing demand for organic spinach has increased
research focus in the identification and genetic characterization of the resistance sources. The
objective of this research is to map the resistance locus in the spinach population derived from a
cross of cultivars Swan, T-Bird, Squirrel, Tonga, Whale, Polka, T-Bird inoculated with P. effusa
race 13, and to identify associated SNP markers and candidate genes. Association analysis was
conducted using genotyping by sequencing (GBS) markers. Association analysis identified
significant SNPs in 0.39, 0.98, and 1.2 Mb region of chromosome 3. The associated SNPs were
within 1-7 kb of the disease resistance genes Spo12719, Spo12905, and Spo12821. The results
from this study could be valuable in understanding the genetic basis of downy mildew resistance
in spinach and the SNP markers may be used to select for the resistant lines.
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Introduction
Spinach (S. oleracea) is an economically important leafy vegetable crop grown
worldwide. The United States (US) is the second-largest producer of spinach after China.
Between 2000-2014, the US produced an average of around 350,000 tons per year (FAOSTAT,
2018), and the demand for fresh market spinach has doubled in the last decade (USDA-NASS,
2016). Most of the spinach in the US is cultivated in the valleys of California and Arizona during
mild-cold seasons, and in New Jersey, and Texas (Koike et al., 2011). Spinach is a diploid (2n =
2x = 12), dioecious, wind-pollinated crop and is highly heterozygous. Spinach is nutritious with
an excellent source of health-promoting compounds and nutrients (Morelock and Correll, 2008;
Cao et al., 1996; Eriksen et al., 2017). There is an increasing demand for spinach in the US and
organic production comprises around half of the total production.
Downy mildew, caused by an obligate oomycete Peronospora effusa [=P. farinosa f. sp.
spinaciae] (Pfs) is the most economically important disease of spinach. A total of 17 unique
races of P. effusa have been documented (Satou et al., 2006; Irish et al., 2007; Feng et al., 2014,
2018a), and more than ten new races were reported in the last three decades. New emerging P.
effusa races are overcoming the genetic resistances and are the major challenge of the spinach
industry. Downy mildew can be controlled using fungicides, biofungicides, and crop rotations,
but chemical control is expensive and reduces quality and yield. Developing new resistant
cultivars is the most promising disease management approach, particularly in organic production,
where the use of resistant cultivar is the only viable disease management option.
Most of the downy mildew resistant spinach cultivars were bred using single-gene
resistance against each P. effusa race, and these dominant resistant genes are known as RPF
(Resistance to Peronospora farinosa) genes. Six different RPF loci were hypothesized to govern
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resistance against the P. effusa races (Correll et al., 2011), and so far, RPF1-3 have been
genetically characterized (Feng et al., 2018b). The RPF1 locus governed by a single dominant
allele was mapped to chromosome 3, and a codominant marker DM1 is 1.7 cM from the RPF1
locus (Irish et al., 2008). Downy mildew resistance loci RPF1, RPF2, and RPF3 were mapped to
1.5 Mb regions of chromosome 3, and closely linked PCR markers that can distinguish the
RPF1-3 loci were reported (Feng et al., 2015, 2018b). The locus was further narrowed to a 0.89
Mb region, extending from 0.34 to 1.23 Mb, which contains 14 putative disease resistance genes
of which Spo12729, Spo12784, and Spo12903 were reported as the most likely candidate genes
based on protein sequence comparison of resistant and susceptible lines (She et al., 2018). Five
downy mildew resistance genes were predicted based on the NBS-LRR domain in the spinach
genome (Xu et al., 2017).
Identifying additional resistance sources against the known P. effusa races is the best
approach to manage downy mildew by developing durably resistant cultivars that may not be
overcome by a new race of the pathogen. However, the challenge is the gaps in our knowledge of
genetics and molecular aspects of host-pathogen interactions for both qualitative and quantitative
resistance. Further studies on available resistance sources will elucidate the inheritance of
resistance locus and enable mapping the R genes to identify linked markers suitable for MAS.
Genetic characterization of the resistance sources and identification of markers flanking the
resistant genes will facilitate R-gene pyramiding, and breeding and selection for new resistant
cultivars is the primary objective of all spinach breeding programs (Morelock and Correll, 2008).
Genetic linkage mapping and genome-wide association mapping are common to identify
linked markers or associated genomic regions controlling the genetic variation of the phenotype
of interest. Spinach cultivars Swan, Squirrell, Tonga, and T-Bird were resistant to race 13 of P.
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effusa (Feng et al., 2014, 2018a). Progeny populations developed from a cross of these resistant
cultivars with other susceptible cultivars were screened for resistance against the P. effusa race
13 to map the resistance loci using the association mapping approach. Biparental QTL mapping
requires the development of progeny segregating for a trait of interest, while association mapping
allows mapping the trait in diverse germplasm or mixed population. Association mapping
analysis has been reported using a segregating F2 population in plants and animals (Wallace et
al., 2016; Guo et al., 2017; Minamikawa et al., 2018), and this study presents mapping result
from multiple segregating populations using an association analysis approach.
The objective of this study was to map the P. effusa race 13 resistance locus from
multiple segregating populations to identify the SNP marker and the candidate genes associated
with the downy mildew race 13 resistance.
Materials and Methods
Plant materials and phenotyping
A breeding population segregating from a cross of cultivar Swan, Squirrel, Tonga, and TBird (Table 1) were evaluated for resistance to the race 13 of P. effusa (isolate UA0510C). A
breeding population was generated by planting the F1 cultivars in the greenhouse for three
weeks. Crosses were made by moving 15-25 plants of the two-parent cultivar in a single isolator,
and seeds harvested in bulk from each of the isolator blocks represent a segregating progeny
population of respective parent cultivars. Parental cultivars and the differential, including NIL1
and Viroflay were included in the trial. Seeds were sown in 25 x 50-cm plastic trays filled with
potting soil (Sun Gro Horticulture, Canada). Each plant tray contains ten rows, and 10-15 seeds
per row were planted. After germination, 6-8 plants were kept per row and were labeled using a
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plant tag. Plants were grown in the greenhouse (25°C) for two weeks, watered daily, and
fertilized weekly using Miracle-Gro® All Purpose Plant Food.
Inoculation and downy mildew screening
A leaf was excised and stored for DNA extraction from each of the labeled seedlings.
Remaining plants were inoculated following the standard inoculation method (Feng et al., 2014,
2018a). Briefly, the inoculation assay involves growing plants for two weeks and inoculum was
increased in a susceptible cultivar Viroflay every week to use the fresh inoculum. Conidia are
washed off from the infected leaves in cold (4°C) distilled water and the spore suspension diluted
to 105 spores per ml was used for inoculation to spray with a Badger basic spray gun (model 250)
until the leaves were wet. Inoculated plants in trays were incubated in a dew chamber (18°C) for
24 h, were moved to a growth chamber (18°C, 12 h dark-light cycle) for five days, and finally
returned to the dew chamber (18°C) for 24 h to induce sporulation. The disease reactions of each
plant were rated on the seventh day for the presence and absence of sporulation on cotyledons
and true leaves and severity was scored on a scale of 0-4, 0 being resistant with no sporulation
and 4 being sporulation on more than 75% of the leaf area. A genotype was scored as “resistant”
if no sporulation was observed on any leaves or cotyledons, otherwise scored as “susceptible.”
Sequencing and marker discovery
Genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) as described by Elshire et al., (2011) was pursued to
sequence the population and identify Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNPs) markers. Young
leaves of each seedling were harvested before inoculation and stored at -80°C. Genomic DNA
was extracted following the CTAB (cetyl trimethylammonium bromide) method. The DNA
quality was checked on 1% agarose gel, quantified using NanoDrop, and submitted for
sequencing at the UW-Madison Biotech center.
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DNA quality and integrity were checked at the Biotech labs using Quant-IT PicoGreen
fluorescent dye (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA). DNA was digested using ApeKI
restriction enzyme, and digested fragments of each sample were ligated with unique barcode
adapters and Illumina adapters. Samples were pooled in equal proportion to construct GBS
libraries, as described in Elshire et al. 2011. GBS libraries were amplified, purified, and
sequenced as 150 bp paired-end reads on the NovaSeq (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA).
The raw sequence reads were preprocessed to remove sequencing adapters and filtered
for low-quality bases for a minimum quality of Q20 using skewer (Jiang et al., 2014). The
remaining good quality reads were demultiplexed and aligned to the six chromosomal scaffolds
of the spinach reference genome (http://www.spianchbase.org) using Bowtie 2 software
(Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). The aligned sequences were then analyzed with the TASSEL
GBS version 2 pipeline (Bradbury et al., 2007; Glaubitz et al., 2014) for genotyping and SNP
calling. VCFtools (Danecek et al., 2011) was used to filter for multiallelic SNPs and to keep only
biallelic SNPs. SNPs were filtered in PLINK v1.9 (Purcell et al., 2007; Chang et al., 2015) for
missing data (<20%), individual missing (<20%), minor allele frequency (MAF <0.05), Hardy
Weinberg equilibrium (1e-07) in both case and control, and individuals with heterozygosity rate
deviating by more than 3 standard deviations from the mean. The density plot of the filtered
SNPs was drawn using CMplot package in R to show SNP distribution on six chromosomes of
spinach.
Population structure
Genetic structure was analyzed using a model-based clustering algorithm in
ADMIXTURE v1.22 (Alexander et al., 2009) to define the subpopulation structure of the
spinach panels and to assign individuals to sub-population groups. The filtered SNP dataset was
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pruned for linkage disequilibrium (LD) in PLINK (--indep-pairwise 50 5 0.1 option) to remove
correlated pairs of SNPs. LD pruned SNPs were used to run ADMIXTURE analysis with tenfold cross-validation for one to ten groups. An optimum number of subpopulation groups were
determined based on the lowest cross-validation error, and the Q matrices were used to draw the
barplot to visualize the clustering of spinach lines. ADMIXTURE estimates the probability of the
membership of an individual to each of the clusters. A cutoff probability of 0.75 was used to
assign an individual to a cluster, and individuals with less than 0.75 membership probabilities
were assigned to an admixed group.
The principal component analysis was run using the identity by state (IBS) matrix
calculated with the LD pruned SNPs in PLINK. The number of PC was chosen according to the
optimum subpopulation determined in ADMIXTURE to use as a covariate in PLINK to control
population structure, and a PCA plot was drawn using R package ggplot2.
Genomic association analysis
Association analysis was conducted using the mixed linear model (MLM), including
PCA and kinship matrices in TASSEL 5.2.31 (Bradbury et al., 2007). The phenotype score was
changed to 1 for resistant and 9 for susceptible disease response. Similarly, a second association
analysis was performed using the enriched compressed mixed linear model (EcMLM), and
multiple loci mixed linear model implemented (MLMM) in GAPIT (Lipka et al., 2012).
A third association analysis was run using the logistic regression model in PLINK v1.9,
which has been widely used in case-control association studies. Resistant genotypes were scored
as 0, and susceptible genotypes were scored as 1. Association analysis was performed in PLINK
using the PCA clusters generated on the matrix of IBS sharing of all individual pairs and the PC
was used as a covariate to control for genetic relatedness.
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A final GWAS was run using the logistic mixed model (LMM) in the GENESIS R
Bioconductor package. The resistant and susceptible phenotypes were scored as 0 and 1,
respectively. GENESIS uses mixed models to test genetic association using PC-AiR computed
principal components to use as fixed effect covariates to account for unknown and known
relatedness of the lines (Conomos et al., 2015), and a kinship matrix (or genetic relationship
matrix) estimated from PC-Relate to use as a random effect to account for phenotype correlation
due to genetic similarity among the lines (Conomos et al., 2016). The principal component and
kinship matrix were calculated in GENESIS using an LD pruned SNPs, the Kinship matrices
were added as a random effect in the null model, and principal components were included as
fixed-effects covariates in the GWAS model. Manhattan plots and QQplots from all models were
generated using qqman and CMplot package in R. Bonferroni correction (0.05/n) was used as a
threshold for significance of marker-trait association and -log10(P) >5.3 were reported.
Haplotype analysis
Haplotype block analysis was performed within the associated region (0.30-1.30 Mb) in
the Haploview 4.2 (Barrett et al., 2005), the blocks were defined using the confidence interval
method of Gabriel et al. (Gabriel et al., 2002), and a pairwise measure of LD (r2) was plotted as a
heatmap. Additionally, the association analysis was performed with the P. effusa race13
resistance phenotype using the SNP markers in the haplotype block.
Candidate gene identification
High confident SNPs identified from multiple association models were used to search for
candidate genes in the spinach genome sequences (Xu et al., 2017; http://www.spianchbase.org).
Genes located within 8 kb of the peak SNPs providing disease resistances against plant
pathogens were considered potential candidate genes, and their annotated functions were
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reported. The Peak SNPs were Genes within the haplotype blocks that include the associated
SNPs refines the region were searched to increase the confidence of the candidate genes.
Results
Downy mildew resistance
A spinach breeding population segregating for resistance to race 13 of P. effusa from
cultivar Swan, T-Bird, Squirrel, and Tonga were screened for resistance in the greenhouse and
growth chamber facility following the standard inoculation protocol (Feng et al., 2014, 2018a).
Each seedling lines were phenotyped for downy mildew signs and symptoms, and a line was
considered resistant if no sporulation were observed in any of the leaf or cotyledon. The resistant
and susceptible control cultivar ‘Viroflay’ and ‘NIL1’, and the parents of the population showed
expected mildew response. Spinach breeding population under investigation showed downy
mildew severity in a range of 0-4, but most were scored as 0 or 4. Of the total phenotyped panel,
a subset of seedling lines from each population was selected for genotyping and mapping (Table
1). Association analysis was conducted using the binary disease score in a panel of 174 spinach
lines that remained after filtration. The final association panel consisted of 174 lines that
included 89 resistant and 85 susceptible lines.
Sequencing and SNP discovery
In total, 675 million raw reads were generated from the Illumina NovaSeq run with an
average of 3.4 million reads/sample. After filtering for sequencing adapters and low-quality
bases, 652 million (98%) good reads were aligned to six chromosomes of the spinach reference
genome (http://www.spianchbase.org). In total, 165,747 SNPs were identified in the TASSELv2
pipeline. Filtering for INDELS (1182) and keeping only biallelic SNPs (70302) retained 94263
SNPs in VCFtools. Also, 182 lines remained after filtering for blanks and samples with unknown
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phenotypes. SNPs were further filtered in PLINK for missing SNP calls above 20%, individuals
with more than 20% missingness, and keeping minor allele frequency above 5% and HWE (>1e07). Similarly, filtering for high heterozygosity removed two spinach lines making a final filtered
dataset containing 9783 SNPs and 174 spinach lines. The distribution of SNPs on the six
chromosomes is presented as a density plot (Fig. 1).
Population structure
Pruning for high LD SNPs to remove correlated pairs of SNPs in PLINK retained 3634
SNPs. The LD pruned SNPs were used to analyze the genetic structure of the spinach panel on
ADMIXTURE software. The ADMIXTURE cross-validation error supports four main clusters in
the spinach panel (Fig. 2A). A membership cutoff with maximum probability assignment was
used to divide spinach genotypes into the four sub-population, and there were 54, 33, 31, 56
genotypes assigned to subpopulation Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 respectively (Fig. 2B). The principal
component analysis was performed in PLINK. The first two principal components accounting for
16.8% and 12.8% of the total genetic variation differentiate the genotypes into genetically
distinct sub-groups of the association panel (Fig. 3), and the resistance and susceptible genotypes
were equally present in all the sub-populations. The first four dimensions of the PCA on the
matrix of IBS sharing of all pairs of individuals were used as covariates in PLINK to control
population stratification.
Genomic regions associated with P. effusa race 13 resistance
Association analysis was conducted on a panel of 174 spinach genotypes using 9783
GBS-generated SNPs to identify the genetic locus governing the resistance to race 13 of P.
effusa. GWAS models were run on multiple programs to determine consistent associations and to
avoid spurious associations. The Bonferroni significance threshold (LOD value >5.3) was used
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to call for the association. Significant SNPs detected on multiple programs and association
models were of high-confidence and were considered to associate with the P. effusa race 13
resistance. The high-confident SNPs identified from the association study were used to explore
for the candidate genes.
Association analysis was performed in TASSEL using the MLM model by including four
principal components and kinship matrices to control population structure and family
relatedness. Twenty-two significant SNPs were detected in the MLM model (Table 2, Fig. 4A).
All significant SNPs were present in the 0.395-1.270 Mb region of chromosome 3. The
phenotypic variance (R2) explained by the three SNPs loci averages 20% with the maximum
variance of 27.3% for SNP S3_1210582. The EcMLM model was initially run in GAPIT that
identified 25 significant SNPs (Table 3, Fig. 4B). The MLMM model in GAPIT only identified a
single SNP with a high -log10P value of 18.50 (data not shown).
A logistic regression model was run in PLINK using the PCA covariates computed in
using the LD pruned SNPs and the IBS values calculated from the LD pruned SNPs. Nineteen
SNP loci exceed the Bonferroni threshold in the PLINK logistic regression model (Table 2, Fig.
4C), of which ten were common to the SNP identified by the TASSEL MLM.
Finally, the logistic mixed model analysis was performed using the GENESIS package in
R. The genetic relatedness matrix estimated via PC-AiR and PC-Relate methods was used to fit a
logistic model, and the Score test was used to assign the significance. Thirty loci were
significantly associated with the P. effusa race 13 resistance in the GENESIS model (Table 2,
Fig. 4D). All the SNP markers detected by the TASSEL MLM and PLINK model were detected
when analyzed in the GENESIS model.
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Haplotype analysis
Haplotype analysis was performed in the Haploview program using the SNPs in the
region 0.30-1.30 of chromosome 3 associated with the P. effusa race 13 resistance (Fig. 6). A
total of nine haplotype blocks were formed, of which the haplotype alleles in the seven blocks
show significant associations with the race 13 resistance (Table 3). On top of it, the nine SNP
marker associated with the single marker-based association models formed the five haplotype
blocks, and all the five blocks were associated with the race 13 resistance. Haplotypes block with
SNPs (S3_1220905, S3_1220957) and (S3_396000, S3_396030) showed a significant
association with the P. effusa race 13 resistance and the SNPs are within 1 Kb of the gene
Spo12821 and 6 Kb of the gene Spo12719 respectively (Table 3).
Candidate gene analysis
Nineteen high confident SNPs that were identified in two or more association models
were selected from the list of significant SNPs identified from multiple single marker association
models. Genomic position of the high-confidence SNPs detected in multiple models was
examined to identify the nearby disease resistance candidate genes. The P. effusa race 13
resistance region was mapped between 0.32 to 1.26 Mb spanning 0.94 Mb of chromosome 3
using the mixed breeding population of 174 lines. All significant SNPs were mapped to three
physical regions (0.32-0.47 Mb, 0.94-0.98 Mb, 1.19-1.26 Mb) of the spinach chromosome 3
(Fig. 6). These three regions mainly harbor disease resistance candidate genes Spo12719,
Spo12905, and Spo12821 (Table 2) within 0.98-7.75 Kb of the peak SNPs. The 0.32 and 1.251.26 Mb regions associated with P. effusa 13 resistance in this mapping effort did not contain
any gene annotated to have functions related to disease resistance that makes the candidate gene
region to lie within from 0.39 to 1.22 Mb. However, both regions (0.32 and 1.25-1.26 Mb) were
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in an LD (r2 >50) to nearby regions (0.39 and 1.22 Mb) that contain disease resistance candidate
genes (Fig. 6). Nine associated markers in the single marker-based association test formed a
haplotype block in the Haploview analysis, and all the haplotype alleles showed significant
associations, further confirming the significance of the associations.
The four candidate genes (Spo12719, Spo12905, and Spo12821) lying within or near the
associated SNP or LD blocks were annotated as a receptor-like kinase, NBS-LRR disease
resistance protein, and CC-NBS-LRR disease resistance protein in the SpinachBase
(http://www.spinachbase.org). All the identified candidate gene family are associated with
functions in the plant disease resistance mechanism. The proximal end of chromosome 3
contains several other annotated disease resistance genes (Xu et al., 2017; She et al., 2018) and
the markers for the RPF1, RPF2, and RPF3 (Irish et al., 2008; Feng et al., 2018b) including the
DM1 marker was mapped in the same region.
Discussion
Downy mildew resistance
Downy mildew is the economically most important disease of spinach affecting
commercial spinach production worldwide and in the United States and Europe. Downy mildew
infected leaves are unmarketable and involve an extra cost in manual culling of the infected
plants in commercial production (Feng et al., 2018b). Genetic resistance offers an efficient
disease control method and several resistant spinach cultivars have been released (Correll et al.,
2011). However, the emergence of new P. effusa races that are overcoming the genetic resistance
deployed in the new cultivars (Correll et al., 2011; Feng et al., 2018a) is the major challenge in
breeding for downy mildew resistance. Regular breakdown of the resistance loci in spinach by
the new races of the pathogen has increased research agendas to expand the current
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understanding of host-pathogen interaction in spinach downy mildew that mainly includes
identifying and mapping multiple resistance sources, a functional test of the RPF genes, and
characterizing functions of the effector genes. Mechanistic understanding of spinach-downy
mildew interaction, characterization of virulence evolution of the downy mildew races, and
functional characterization of genetic resistance will contribute to formulate strategic
implementation of the genetic resistances to manage downy mildew disease.
There is an urgent need for stable resistant cultivars against all known downy mildew
races. Identification of tightly linked markers for each RPF locus against each specific P. effusa
race will enhance the efficiency and precision of developing downy mildew resistance cultivars.
The DNA markers tagged to the downy mildew resistances are being developed in spinach (Irish
et al., 2008; Feng et al., 2015, 2018b), and the development of functional gene-based markers
will ease the pyramiding or stacking of several resistance sources (multiple RPF locus) into a
single cultivar. Cultivars with multiple resistant genes may be durably resistant and are attractive
options for the spinach industry as the evolution of new races against multiple R genes is less
likely to occur (McDonald and Linde, 2002).
Multiple spinach segregating populations were phenotyped for resistance against the P.
effusa race 13. The sister-crossed population segregated the resistance to 23-56% of their
progenies. Spinach is a dioecious crop, with separate male and female plants, although, some
monoecious plants are found (Morelock and Correll, 2008). It is often difficult to generate an
inbred line, and the parent lines used in the crosses are family pools of heterozygous species
making the linkage and QTL analysis more difficult in spinach. However, association analysis
does not require a biparental population and allows us to map the trait locus in a mixed
population or diverse germplasm accessions. Thus, the genotype and phenotype data were used
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to conduct an association analysis to map the resistance loci in the population screened for
resistance to race 13 of P. effusa. We seek to identify highly associated SNP markers, to extend
their use as a KASP marker, and narrow down the P. effusa race 13 resistance locus.
GWAS analysis for downy mildew resistance
Spinach population segregating from four cultivars were evaluated for resistance against
the race 13 of the downy mildew. The resistance susceptibility response of the 174 selected lines
that were genotyped using GBS was used for the association analysis. The spinach association
panel subdivided into four sub-populations in the PCA and the ADMIXTURE analysis. The PCA
and kinship matrices were used as a covariate in the mixed model analysis in TASSEL, GAPIT,
PLINK, and GENESIS model. Association results were reported following the Bonferroni
correction (-log10P=5.33) threshold to control false-positive associations.
Association models were run in multiple programs to generate consensus sets of
significant SNPs. Association analysis showed the genetic basis of resistance to race 13 of P.
effusa was governed by a narrow region on chromosome 3. The MLM model in TASSEL that
accounts for both population structure and kinship identified very similar sets of SNPs as with
the EcMLM model in GAPIT (Table 2). In both models, the SNPs at 0.32 Mb were not
significant. The PLINK model identified the least number of associated SNPs and did not show
significant associations to SNPs at 1.22 Mb and onwards. On the other hand, the GENESIS
model captured the SNPs that were independently identified by all the other three models. In
addition, the SNPs in the single marker association models formed five haplotype blocks, and the
haplotype alleles in five LD blocks showed strong associations with the downy mildew
resistance. Association result from this study falls in the same region as the previously mapped
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RPF regions in spinach (Feng et al., 2018b; She et al., 2018) illustrating the use of a small panel
of multiparent progenies to identify the association with the qualitative traits and map the locus.
Downy mildew in spinach is hypothesized to govern by a major gene with a substantial
effect on phenotype. Despite expected high LOD value and R2 values for the resistant locus, a
medium LOD and R2 values were observed for the SNP markers associated with the Pfs13
resistance. The medium- LOD value might be because the associated SNPs are still far apart
from the functional allele and the candidate genes. Spinach is open-pollinated and highly
heterozygous species, and the linkage disequilibrium decay is faster and is estimated at around 4
Kb in spinach (Xu et al., 2017). On the other hand, multiple moderate effect genes or a gene with
multiple alleles might control the resistance, and so each SNP regions showed relatively lower
LOD values. Despite the moderate LOD and R2 values, the current result provided a highresolution characterization of the P. effusa race 13 resistance locus. These results plus a further
understanding of the genetic mechanism underlying the downy mildew resistance mechanism
may be helpful in the efficient and effective deployment of the resistance alleles.
Downy mildew resistance candidate genes
Association analysis was performed in this study to map the P. effusa race 13 resistance
locus using population segregating from cultivars Swan, Squirrel, Tonga, and T-Bird. The
resistance region was mapped to spinach chromosome 3 based on the SNPs associated with
multiple programs. The most likely candidate SNPs lie in 0.39, 0.47, 0.98, 1.19, 1.21-1.22 Mb of
chromosome 3. Moreover, many of the associated single marker SNP formed the LD block and
their haplotype alleles were associated with the P. effusa resistance.
The spinach chromosome 3 (0.34-1.26) contains 14 disease resistance genes (Xu et al.,
2017; She et al., 2018). The RPF1, RPF2, and RPF3 locus were previously mapped in the same
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region, and the markers for those loci are overlaid in the region (Feng et al., 2018b). The RPF1
candidate gene region was narrowed to 1.5 Mb region in (Feng et al., 2018b) and 0.89 Mb region
in (She et al., 2018). Five genes (Spo12736, Spo12784, Spo12903, Spo12905, Spo12821) were
predicted as downy mildew resistance candidate genes from the spinach genome (Xu et al.,
2017). Another study reported Spo12729, Spo12784, and Spo12903 as the most likely candidate
genes (She et al., 2018).
Significant SNPs identified in this study do not fall in the gene regions annotated to have
plant disease resistance function, although the SNPs were within 1 to 7 Kb of the plant defense
genes Spo12719, Spo12905, and Spo12821 annotated as a receptor-like kinase, NBS-LRR
disease resistance protein, and CC-NBS-LRR disease resistance protein. The LRR-NBS domains
are the most common plant disease resistance gene that acts as a receptor of pathogen effectors to
activate the signaling cascades for defense (Jones and Dangl, 2006). The region associated with
P. effusa race 13 resistance in this study falls in the putative downy mildew resistance gene
region that contains 14 disease resistance genes in 0.90 Mb (Xu et al., 2017; She et al., 2018).
Genes Spo12905 and Spo12821 identified as potential candidate genes in this study are the
closest genes to the significantly associated SNPs, and the two genes were postulated as
candidate downy mildew resistance genes in the spinach (Xu et al., 2017). In contrast, none of
the genes identified here were postulated as the candidate genes following amino acid sequence
analysis and conserved domain analysis in spinach inbreed lines (She et al., 2018).
The spinach downy mildew resistant locus RPF1-6 has been established and is being
characterized at the genetic and functional level, although much effort and emphasis have been
focused on cloning of the RPF1 gene. Coordinated efforts in discovering and characterizing the
major and minor downy mildew resistance genes are pursued to combat the rapidly evolving new
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virulent races to minimize the effect of resistance breakdown. Detailed genetic characterization
of the resistance genes allows molecular breeding with an increased selection efficiency in terms
of time and precision to deploy the resistant alleles during cultivar development. On the other
hand, functional characterization of the R genes will allow understanding of the genetic and
functional mechanism of host-pathogen interaction and disease development, mechanism of
evolution of the new virulent races and their strategy to overcome the available resistances. Such
information will be useful to formulate a new strategy in spinach breeding and cultivar
development and to provide an explained model of the host-pathogen interaction to translate in
crop disease management and breeding.
The development of functional markers residing on the candidate disease resistance gene
is most desirable, but it warrants gene identification and cloning with explained functions of the
domains towards resistance-susceptibility. Development of genetically linked and associated
markers are commonly used in plant breeding programs to select plants with expected phenotype
from the genotype data. Multiple resistance genes can be introduced using the DNA markers as
the three rice bacterial blight were stacked (Pradhan et al., 2015), and such stacking is considered
to be more durable when the emergence of new races are often breaking down the single R
genes. Furthermore, identification of functional genes involved in the downy mildew resistance
mechanism opens spectrum to stack multiple R genes cassettes that can be introduced as a single
locus (Wulff et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2012). In addition, continual advancements in sequencing
platforms and reduction of sequencing cost, it is now possible to sequence a panel of plant
genome or transcriptome at a reasonable price. Whole-genome resequencing of spinach core
collections is ongoing, and the sequence-based genomic resources and millions of SNP of the
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core collections will be available soon. The new genomic resources will allow or facilitate an
expanded understanding of the biology of commercially important traits.
We performed a GWAS analysis in a set of 174 spinach lines segregating for resistance
from four cultivars. We identified some major loci for P. effusa race 13 resistance. The SNP loci
are close to the genes annotated to govern disease resistance and the favorable allele can be used
in spinach breeding to select for the resistance genotypes through marker-assisted selection
approaches. Validation of candidate genes Spo12719, Spo12905, and Spo12821 via geneknockout and gene-expression experiments will be explored to uncover the downy mildew
resistance mechanism and control. Research and investigations are ongoing to expand the current
understanding of host-pathogen interaction in spinach downy mildew that mainly includes
identifying and mapping multiple resistance sources, a functional test of the RPF genes, and
characterizing functions of the effector genes. From the perspective of rapidly emerging races
that are breaking down the resistance deployed in commercial cultivars, the host-pathogen battle
in spinach downy mildew system offers a model to understand and explore the continued hostpathogen win-lose interaction, and a newer understanding may help in formulating and adopting
an improved downy mildew resistance breeding strategy. Identification of prioritized candidate
gene list and future reports on an expanded understanding of spinach-downy mildew hostpathogen interaction and functional characterization of genetic resistance will be of high value in
the scientific community and in adopting an improved strategy to use the genetic resistance
against the downy mildew.
Conclusion summary
The current study identified downy mildew resistance loci using a population segregating
from cultivar Swan, Squirrel, Tonga, and T-Bird. We used the association mapping in the
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breeding population to map the resistant loci. SNPs in 0.39, 0.98, and 1.2 Mb of chromosome 3
were significantly associated with the P. effusa race 13 resistance in spinach panel, and the SNPs
were located within 1-7 kb of the disease resistance genes Spo12719, Spo12905, and Spo12821.
Candidate genomic regions associated with the P. effusa race 13 resistance and continual
development of race-specific resistance will enhance efficiency and precision of developing
downy mildew resistance cultivars. Indeed identification of new resistance loci and linked DNA
markers will make the pyramiding or stacking of several resistance sources (multiple RPF locus)
into a single cultivar feasible. Individual varieties with multiple resistant genes are attractive
options for the spinach industry as the varieties will be durably resistant owing to resistances of
spinach lines against several races of P. effusa.
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Appendix

Figure 1. Distribution of the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker on the six
chromosomes of spinach. Spinach chromosomes are on the vertical axis. Chromosome length in
Mb is on the horizontal axis, and the color represents the number of SNPs per window, SNP
density.
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Figure 2. The population structure of the spinach panel generated from the ADMIXTURE run.
2A. Optimum K was determined using the minimum cross-validation errors in the data for K.
2B. Classification of spinach lines in the association panel into four genetic sub-population. The
horizontal axis represents the spinach lines, and the vertical axis of the plot represents the
probability of genotypes belonging to different genetic groups. Spinach lines membership
proportion to each population group is indicated by a unique color, red (Q1), green (Q2), blue
(Q3), and turquoise (Q4).
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Figure 3. Graphical plot of the principal component analysis (PCA) of the spinach lines in the
association panel. The horizontal and vertical axis are the first and second principal components,
and the variance explained by each PCs is noted. Colors correspond to members of
subpopulation Q1 (red), Q2 (green), blue (Q3), and turquoise (Q4). Resistant and susceptible
genotypes are resented by “plus” and “filled circle” signs. The same colors were used for the
subpopulations generated from ADMIXTURE and PCA plot in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
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Figure 4. Manhattan and QQ-plots of genome-wide associations of the P. effusa race 13
resistance in spinach in TASSEL (4A), GAPIT(4B), PLINK (4C), and GENESIS (4D) model.
The horizontal and vertical axis represents the genomic position of the SNP and association
power for each SNP with the trait expressed as -log10(P-value). The dashed line shows the
Bonferroni-corrected genomewide threshold.
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Figure 5. Regional association plot of the P. effusa race 13 resistance in spinach. The horizontal and vertical axis represents the
genomic position of the SNP and association power for each SNP with the trait expressed as -log10(P-value). The red line shows the
Bonferroni-corrected genomewide threshold. The SNPs are named for chromosome and position. S3_658306 means SNP loci are
located on chromosome 3 and positioned at 658306 bp.
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Figure 6. Haploview plot of pairwise linkage disequilibrium (LD) between SNPs associated with P. effusa race 13 resistance region
(0.30-1.30 Mb). LD is measured as r2 with maximum LD of colored as black and the minimum LD in shades of grey to white.
Potential candidate genes close to the associated SNPs are listed in table 2.

Table 1: Segregation for a response to P. effusa race 13 resistance in six spinach progenies.
Cultivar Swan, Squirrel, Tonga, and T-Bird are resistant.

Parents
Resistance from Swan
Whale x Swan
GBSa
Polka x Swan
GBS
Resistance from Squirrel
Squirrel x Polka
GBS
Whale x Squirrel
GBS
Resistance from Tonga
Polka x Tonga
GBS
Resistance from T-Bird
Polka x T-Bird
GBS
GBS additional sources
Parents and controls
Others
Total Phenotyped
Total (GBS)b
Total (Association panel)c

Resistant Susceptible Total

Percent (%)
resistant

58
34
40
4

45
34
38
9

103
68
78
13

56

23
8
19
18

41
10
43
12

64
18
62
30

36

28
10

64
9

92
19

30

17
14

57
7

74
21

23

6
185
94
89

7
288
88
85

13
8
473
190
174

a

51

31

Number of progeny lines were selected to genotype using the genotyping by sequencing (GBS)
approach (Elshire et al. 2011).
b
Total number of lines pursued for genotyping.
c
Total number of lines pursued to conduct association analysis.
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Table 2: Significantly associated SNP marker with P. effusa race 13 resistance in spinach panel segregating from mixed spinach
population.
-log10P valuec
R2
SNP
Candidate
Kb away from
Allelesb MAF
(%)
Annotation
e
markera
genes
the gene
TASSEL GAPIT PLINK GENESIS MLMd
S3_325976 T:C
0.39 4.85f
4.83f
7.05
8.23
13.87 f
S3_325991 A:C
0.39 4.85
4.83f
7.05
8.23
13.87 f
f
S3_326104 C:T
0.38 2.79
3.67
6.36
7.00
7.75
S3_395843 A:C
0.44 7.20
6.05
8.06
9.80
21.58 Spo12719 Receptor-like
5.98 Kb
kinase
downstream
S3_396000 C:A
0.45 5.59
5.92
8.41
10.18
16.20 Spo12719 Receptor-like
6.13 Kb
kinase
downstream
S3_396030 G:A
0.45 5.59
5.92
8.41
10.18
16.20 Spo12719 Receptor-like
6.16 Kb
kinase
downstream
f
S3_473572 C:T
0.19 4.60
5.42
5.98
7.62
13.12 S3_989568 C:T
0.20 5.11f
5.68
5.63
6.57
14.64 Spo12905 NBS-LRR
6.88 KB
disease
downstream
resistance
protein
S3_1196085 G:T
0.16 6.28
7.39
7.33
9.65
18.32 S3_1210582 C:A
0.20 9.00
8.31g
3.91f
12.13
27.30 Spo12821 CC-NBS-LRR 2.07 Kb
disease
upstream
resistance
protein
S3_1210599 A:G
0.20 5.28f
5.62
5.78
7.30
15.19 Spo12821 CC-NBS-LRR 2.06 Kb
disease
upstream
resistance
protein
S3_1220905 A:G
0.20 7.46
7.26
4.02f
10.81
23.22 Spo12821 CC-NBS-LRR 0.98 Kb
disease
downstream
resistance
protein

Table 2 (Cont.): Significantly associated SNP marker with P. effusa race 13 resistance in spinach panel segregating from mixed
spinach population.
S3_1220957 T:C
0.20 7.46
7.26
4.02f
10.81
23.22 Spo12821 CC-NBS-LRR 1.03 Kb
disease
downstream
resistance
protein
f
S3_1227676 T:C
0.18 6.55
6.11
3.53
9.43
19.48 Spo12821 CC-NBS-LRR 7.75 Kb
disease
downstream
resistance
protein
f
S3_1257152 A:C
0.19 5.74
6.23
5.07
9.50
16.88 S3_1257409 A:G
0.18 7.03
7.01
3.93f
9.33
21.15 f
S3_1269788 T:A
0.20 7.07
7.89
4.00
10.41
21.66 S3_1269804 T:C
0.20 7.07
7.89
4.00f
10.41
21.66 f
S3_1269906 A:C
0.18 5.68
5.69
3.60
9.46
16.79 -
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a

Position of SNP marker on the respective chromosome in basepairs. S3_325976 denotes the SNP marker on chromosome 3
positioned at 325976 bp.
b
Beneficial alleles are bold.
c
Association analysis were performed on four different programs. The principal components (PC) and kinship covariates were used in
the TASSEL mixed linear model. Association analysis was conducted in GAPIT using the enriched compressed mixed linear model
(EcMLM). The PC computed and used to run the logistic regression model in PLINK and the genomic control statistic were reported.
Finally, mixed model analysis in GENESIS was run using inbuilt PC-AiR and kinship matrices.
d
Phenotypic variance (%) explained by the marker from the TASSEL general linear model.
e
Candidate genes within the associated region were searched in the SpinachBase database (Collins et al., 2019;
http://spinachbase.org/). The annotation and distance of the associated SNP from the candidate gene are reported in the table.
f
The SNP association signals were below the Bonferroni threshold in this model. However, the association signals on other models
support the SNP as of a high-confidence association, and the result was presented based on association reports obtained from multiple
models.
g
The only SNP was associated with the multiple loci mixed linear model (MLMM) model in GAPIT with -log10P value = 18.50.

Table 3: Haplotype association analysis at the P. effusa race 13 resistance locus in spinach population.
Chi
-log10P
Haplotypes
Frequency
Square value
SNPsx
Allele
Frequency
Susceptible Resistant
TA
0.62
0.782
0.455
39.34 9.45
S3_325976, S3_325991
CC
0.39
0.218
0.545
39.34 9.45
CG
0.55
0.747
0.352
54.38 12.78
S3_396000, S3_396030
S3_948017, S3_954794
S3_1209978, S3_1209990
S3_1220905, S3_1220957
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S3_1227442, S3_1227482,
S3_1227676
S3_1269788, S3_1269804

x

AA
CT
TA
GC
CG
AT
GC

0.45
0.93
0.07
0.86
0.14
0.81
0.19

0.253
0.994
0.006
0.982
0.018
0.994
0.006

0.648
0.865
0.135
0.741
0.259
0.627
0.373

54.38
21.68
21.68
41.07
41.07
73.70
73.70

12.78
5.49
5.49
9.83
9.83
17.04
17.04

TGT
CAT
TGC
TT
AC

0.47
0.36
0.17
0.81
0.19

0.44
0.553
0.007
0.994
0.006

0.49
0.179
0.324
0.629
0.371

0.87
52.77
61.91
73.99
73.99

0.46
12.43
14.44
17.11
17.11

The SNPs are named for chromosome and position. S3_325976 means SNP loci are located on chromosome 3 and positioned at
325976 bp. The SNP in bold were associated when used in a single marker association test and listed in Table 2.
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Abstract
Downy mildew, caused by the obligate oomycete Peronospora effusa, is the most
economically important disease of spinach. New races of the pathogen in recent years repeatedly
overcome the resistances used in newly released cultivars. Resistance to Pfs in spinach is
governed by dominant major genes (RPFs) that are widely used in commercial spinach cultivars.
The objective of this work was to evaluate the worldwide germplasm collection set and
commercial cultivars for downy mildew disease resistance in the field condition and to use the
phenotypic information to identify the genomic regions (alleles) associated to the downy mildew
(Pfs) quantitative resistance. The spinach association panels were evaluated in the USDA
research station, Salinas, CA, and the Yuma agricultural center, University of Arizona, in 20172019. The spinach panels were evaluated for disease severity based on a percentage of leaf area
showing signs or symptoms of downy mildew. A wide variation in downy mildew disease
severity was observed among the evaluated spinach germplasm. Genomewide association
analysis was conducted in multiple programs using the 5 K GBS SNPs identified from
genotyping by sequencing. Nineteen SNP markers were associated with the downy mildew
resistance in all of the tested association models in this study. SNP markers identified in this
study may allow multiple gene pyramiding to adopt marker-assisted and to develop durable
resistant cultivars.
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Introduction
Spinach (S. oleracea) is an important cool-season leafy vegetable crop. The US is the
second-largest producer of spinach after China. Between 2000-2014, the US produced an
average of around 350,000 tons per year (FAOSTAT, 2018), and the demand for fresh market
spinach has doubled in the last decade (USDA-NASS, 2016). A significant increase in spinach
consumption in the last decade may be attributed to an increased consumer health-consciousness
and their interest in a healthier diet, and incremental consumption of green vegetables
worldwide. Spinach is available all year round as bagged baby spinach, fresh market bunched,
and in frozen packets. The availability of clean and packaged spinach has also contributed to
increasing spinach consumption.
Downy mildew (DM) is the most important disease in spinach caused by an obligate
oomycete Peronospora effusa former Peronospora farinosa f. sp. spinaciae (Pfs). A rapid
increase in downy mildew races occurred in the past two decades, and 17 different races were
reported in spinach (Irish et al., 2007; Feng et al., 2014; Feng et al., 2018a). Significant increase
in the production area in the last two decades, continuous production cycles, planting in a higher
density, and lack of crop rotations are major factors for such a dramatic increase in the number of
Pfs races. Similarly, a continuous increase in organic production acreage also provides niche for
Pfs growth and multiplication.
Plant pathogens are continuously evolving and can overcome the race-specific resistance
conferred by major genes. Race-specific resistance gene breakdown is common in many crops.
Many monogenetic inherited leaf rust (Lr) resistance genes in wheat were overcome by rapidly
evolving fungal pathotypes (Kolmer, 1996). Similarly, new downy mildew isolates that
overcome the resistance governed by a dominant allele at Rpv3 locus of grapevine cultivar
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‘Bianca’ was demonstrated (Peressotti et al., 2010). A higher mutation rate of pathogen allows
evolution from avirulence to virulence, and widespread use of a single resistant gene increases
directional selection pressure. McDonald and Linde (2002) reviewed the evolution and
evolutionary potential of plant pathogens towards virulence and resistance breakdown.
Monogenic resistance provides complete resistance against a pathogen (mostly for an isolate or a
race), but also allows higher selection pressure, and a few mutations on avirulence genes may
result in the evolution of virulent pathotypes.
On the other hand, QTLs, which are governed by alleles at multiple genomic regions, are
more durable as multiple mutations, which are less probable, are needed to overcome the
polygenic resistances. Year-round plantation and deployment of single or few resistance alleles
favor the evolution of new pathogen population because of selection for mutants, recombinants,
or gene flow in otherwise were adapted to the resistant cultivars. Disease resistance governed by
polygenes is more durable than monogenic or qualitative resistance (Parlevliet, 2002). The
durability of polygenic resistance was experimentally demonstrated in pepper using potato virus
Y (PVY) isolates where the resistance governed by a major gene (pvr23) broke down at higher
frequency than when the same gene (pvr23) was introgressed in combination with a partial
resistance QTL (Palloix et al., 2009). Reduced multiplication potential of PVY, multiple
mutations required for the virus to become virulent, and slow selection of the virulent PVY
pathotypes are the mechanism for the durability of (pvr23) gene in the presence of QTL against
PVY (Quenouille et al., 2013). As qualitative resistant mechanisms are ephemeral for many
pathogens, breeders are more interested in exploring quantitative genetic resistance and aiming
towards breeding for durable resistance cultivars.
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Downy mildew disease in spinach can be controlled with fungicides and biofungicides,
but chemical control is expensive and reduces quality and yield. Moreover, neither fungicides
nor bio-fungicides are completely effective against the oomycete pathogen, and the majority of
spinach production is organic-based, and for organic production chemical control is
unacceptable. Germplasm screening and identification of both qualitative and quantitative
resistance sources against the downy mildew in spinach, and introgression of resistant alleles or
QTLs to develop a durable resistant cultivar is utmost necessary to sustain the spinach industry.
There is an immense need for a durable resistant cultivar against all known DM races mainly for
organic spinach growers because chemical control, even if useful, will be of no use in an organic
production system. In addition to race-specific disease resistance against downy mildew in
spinach, attention is sought towards the identification and utilization of quantitative resistances.
Quantitative or horizontal resistance is under polygenic control, and such resistance does not
completely impede disease reaction but reduces disease severity and pathogen multiplication and
is effective against multiple races. However, quantitative disease resistances are often
challenging to evaluate for disease incidence and severity, and hence, the identification of
linked loci and subsequent gene introgression in the breeding lines are challenging.
Genome-wide association mapping is widely used to identify genetic variants associated
with the trait of interest. In contrast to linkage mapping that needs a bi-parental population
segregating for the trait of interest, association mapping is conducted in diverse germplasm that
exploits historical recombination events that have occurred during evolution among the sampled
individuals. Association studies depend on linkage disequilibrium between markers and the
phenotype in an unstructured population. Because of the unstructured population and relatedness,
false-positive associations are common. Statistical models that incorporate fixed and random
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effect covariates accounting for population structure and relatedness (Yu et al. 2006; Lipka et al.
2015) are available to minimize the spurious association. Spinach, a cross-pollinating crop,
shows faster linkage disequilibrium (LD) decay owing to its heterozygosity, and a dense marker
coverage is required to offer higher resolution.
The objective of the present study was to evaluate the worldwide spinach germplasm
collection and commercial cultivars in the field condition and to identify genetic regions
associated with field resistance against downy mildew in spinach. Disease resistance screening in
the field is aimed to discover and uncover race non-specific resistance loci or the QTLs against
the downy mildew disease in the real-world under field conditions.
Materials and methods
Plant material and phenotyping
A diverse spinach association panel consisting of more than four hundred spinach
genotypes were screened for downy mildew severity in the field for two years at the USDA
research station Salinas, CA and the Yuma agricultural center, the University of Arizona (Table
S1). The experimental areas are known to have a high and consistent downy mildew disease
pressure every year and are the major commercial spinach production region in the US. The
spinach association panel includes commercial cultivars while most are worldwide germplasm
collection maintained at the North Central Regional Plant Introduction Station (NCRPIS),
USDA-ARS, Ames, IA. Each year, the spinach lines were planted in a single row with two
replications, and 15-30 seeds were planted in each row. Plants were regularly monitored for
downy mildew symptoms during the growing season, and the disease was rated between 4-6
weeks of planting. The disease severity of each plant was visually scored on a scale of 0-100%
based on the percentage of leaf area showing signs and symptoms of downy mildew.
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Downy mildew disease severity data for each accession were determined from the plant
scores in each replication by fitting the mixed linear model in lme4 package in R. The best linear
unbiased predictor (BLUP) for each accession was calculated by taking line, replication, and line
x replication as random effects. Separate data analysis was conducted for each of the disease
trails as the predominance of downy mildew races vary every year, and three phenotypic sets
(Salinas 2018, Salinas 2018, and Yuma 2019) were used to conduct the association analysis.
Genotype data
Genomic DNA from each accession was extracted following the CTAB method.
Extracted DNA was quantified using a NanoDrop 200c spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific,
Wilmington, DE). Genotyping by sequencing (GBS), based on the method of (Elshire et al.
2011), was pursued to generate and call SNP marker using ApeKI restriction enzyme. Genomic
DNA was sequenced in the Beijing Genome Institute (BGI) using Illumina HiSeq 2000. Pairedend reads following GBS were aligned to the spinach genome (Xu et al., 2017). SOAP family
software (Li, 2011) was used to assemble, map and SNP call at the BGI. Around half a million
SNPs were discovered from the GBS data in the association panel. A spinach genotype was
filtered if it contains >30% missing SNPs. Furthermore, the SNPs were filtered for minor allele
frequency (MAF) >2%, missing data <30%. Filtered SNP markers were used for genetic
diversity and association analysis.
Population structure and genetic diversity
Genetic structure was analyzed using a model-based clustering algorithm in
ADMIXTURE v1.22 (Alexander et al., 2009) to define the subpopulation structure of the
spinach panels and to assign an individual to a sub-population group. Filtered SNPs dataset were
pruned for linkage disequilibrium (LD) in PLINK v1.9 (Purcell et al., 2007) (option --indep-
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pairwise 50 5 0.2 option) to remove correlated pairs of SNPs. LD pruned SNPs were used to run
ADMIXTURE analysis with ten-fold cross-validation for one to ten groups. An optimum
number of subpopulation groups were determined based on the lower cross-validation error, and
the Q matrices were used to draw the barplot to visualize the clustering of spinach lines.
ADMIXTURE estimates the probability of the membership of an individual to each of the
clusters, and each accession was assigned to a cluster based on the maximum membership
coefficient obtained from ADMIXTURE.
Genetic diversity among spinach accessions was assessed, and phylogenetic trees were
drawn using the maximum likelihood tree method in MEGA 7 (Kumar et al. 2016). Trees were
drawn with 500 bootstrap replications, general time-reversible model, Gamma distributed with
Invariant sites (G+I), five discrete gamma categories, using all sites for missing data. Phylogeny
tree was drawn using SPR level 5, make the initial tree automatically (Neighbor Joining) option
and Moderate Branch Swap Filter. Spinach accessions structured into Q clusters in the
ADMIXTURE program were imported as a group name in MEGA 7 and the shape of
‘Node/Subtree Marker’ and the ‘Branch Line’ was drawn with the same color as the bar plot
cluster from the STRUCTURE output.
Association analysis
Association analysis was conducted using the phenotype scores of the spinach lines and
available SNP data. The first association analysis was run using the mixed linear model (MLM)
by including the principal components and kinship matrices in TASSEL 5.2.57 (Bradbury et al.,
2007). Similarly, association analysis was performed using the enriched compressed mixed
linear model (EcMLM), and multiple loci mixed linear model (MLMM) implemented in GAPIT
(Tang et al., 2016).
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Association analysis was conducted on three-phenotype data sets composed of 296, 280,
and 272 spinach accessions that were evaluated in Salinas in 2017, Salinas in 2018, and Yuma in
2019, and the 5429 high-quality SNP markers that remained after filtering. Markers were
determined as associated with the downy mildew resistance when -log10(P) >2.5 for Salinas 2017
and Yuma 2017 association panels while -log10(P) >3 in Salinas 2018 association panel. The
associated SNP showing -log10(P) >2.5 in more than one model was noted as significant SNPs.
Results
Around 400 USDA spinach germplasms were planted and phenotyped for downy mildew
disease response in the field condition for two years in Salinas, California, and Yuma, Arizona;
the two major commercial spinach production areas in the US. However, SNP data were only
available for 296, 280, and 272 spinach lines from the trial in Salinas 2017, Salinas 2018, and
Yuma 2019; and hence, the association analysis was conducted with respective phenotype and
genotype data. A wide variation on downy mildew disease severity was observed among the
accessions in all the trails, and both the location and year were significantly different. The BLUP
of the spinach accessions was computed for each trial (location and year) and was used to
conduct an association analysis. The frequency distribution of downy mildew disease severity
BLUP values (Fig. 1) shows near to normal distribution in all the trials.
Pruning for high LD SNPs to remove correlated pairs of SNPs in PLINK retained around
3829, 3882, 3881 SNPs in all the association panels from Salinas 2017, Salinas 2018, and Yuma
2019 respectively. The LD pruned SNPs were used to analyze the genetic structure of the
spinach panel on ADMIXTURE software. The ADMIXTURE cross-validation error supports
four to six clusters in all three association panels (Fig. 2A, 3A 4A), however using a membership
cutoff with maximum probability assignment was used to divide spinach genotypes into the four
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sub-populations (Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4) (Fig. 2B, 3B, 4B). Of the 296 spinach accessions from
Salinas 2017 trial, 142, 93, 26, and 35 accessions were assigned to Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 group.
Similarly, spinach accessions from the other two trail were assigned to the four sub-populations.
In addition to population structure analysis, genetic diversity of the spinach accessions in the
association panel were assessed using ML method in MEGA 7, and the phylogenetic trees were
drawn (Fig. 2C, 3C, 4C) using the same color code as in the ADMIXTURE barplot, where
accessions in Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 groups were assigned with red, green, turquoise, and blue color.
As the downy mildew was evaluated for multiple years and in two locations, and the
downy mildew phenotype was expected to be different every year for each location, therefore,
the association analysis was conducted for each trial independently. Based on the ADMIXTURE
and MEGA analysis, the spinach accessions in the association panels grouped into four subpopulations, and hence, the association analysis was conducted using the four principal
component analysis (PCA) matrices in TASSEL and GAPIT programs to identify SNPs
associated with the downy mildew resistance under the field condition. Multiple association
models and programs were used to identify SNPs associated with the tested models to increase
the confidence of associated SNPs. A total of 28, 25, and 25 SNPs were associated with the
downy mildew resistance from Salinas 2017, Salinas 2018, and Yuma 2019 trial (Table 1). The
reported SNPs were associated with at least one of the tested models. A -log10(P) value of 2.5
and 3 was used as a threshold to detect significant SNPs in Salinas 2017, Yuma 2018, and
Salinas 2018 trial respectively. The SNPs associated with the downy mildew resistance in the
three association panels fall on all six chromosomes.
Furthermore, SNPs significantly associated in more than one of the tested models were
noted (Table 1), and a total of 15, 8, 5 SNPs were identified to be associated in multiple
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programs in Salinas 2017, Salinas 2018, Yuma 2019 association panel. The associated SNP
showed a small R square values ranging from 3 to 12, and averaging 5.3%. Of all the associated
SNPs, Spov2_chr03_21049469, Spov2_chr02_50465520, Spov2_chr06_69707854,
Spov2_chr01_6031651, Spov2_chr02_32648203, Spov2_chr03_135957599 showed -log10(P)
value >2.5 in all models in Salinas 2017 association panel. Similarly, Spov2_chr01_103699531,
Spov2_chr01_87342636, Spov2_chr06_10617313, Spov2_chr01_123933234,
Spov2_chr01_123933246, Spov2_chr02_48883625, and Spov2_chr03_110361919 were
associated with -log10(P) value >2.5 in all models in Salinas 2018 association panel. In the same
way, Spov2_chr03_149249838, Spov2_chr05_8105575, Spov2_chr03_117271614,
Spov2_chr01_123869633, Spov2_chr03_140496299, Spov2_chr05_16250070 were associated
with -log10(P) value >2.5 in all models in Yuma 2019 association panel.
Discussion
Downy mildew is the economically most important disease of spinach affecting
commercial spinach production worldwide and in the United States and Europe. Downy mildew
infected leaves are unmarketable and involve an extra cost in manual culling of the infected
plants in commercial production (Feng et al., 2018b). Genetic resistance offers an efficient
disease control method, and several downy mildew resistant spinach cultivars have been released
(Correll et al., 2011). However, the emergence of new races of P. effusa are continually
overcoming the genetic resistance deployed in the new cultivars (Correll et al., 2011; Feng et al.,
2018b), and is the major challenge in breeding for downy mildew resistance. Identification and
mapping of major genes are the primary focus of downy mildew resistance breeding in spinach.
In addition, characterization of quantitative resistance to downy mildew in spinach is expected to
identify sets of QTLs with minor effects on resistance response, and such QTLs might be used in
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combination with the major genes to manage downy mildew disease by employing the host
genetic resistances.
Variable inoculum pressure and the presence of multiple races are the main hindrances to
the large-scale field disease screening. Nevertheless, an uncontrolled environment whereby
inoculum dispersion, disease infection, plant-pathogen interaction, and disease progress and the
impact from such variability are the challenges of field phenotyping. Despite the potential
challenges, a diverse set of spinach germplasm was evaluated in the field conditions at two
locations: Yuma, AZ, and Salinas, CA. Field evaluation does not allow controlling pathogen
isolates, and the disease resistance screening involves many unknown isolates population and
hence may allow detection of race non-specific broad-spectrum resistances. QTLs in plants are
documented for both broad-spectrum resistance and loci specific to one or many races (Calenge
et al., 2004; Rocherieux et al., 2004). There is a possibility of pyramiding both QTLs identified
from field evaluated spinach germplasm and race-specific downy mildew resistant locus to
provide a broad-spectrum durable resistance against the downy mildew in spinach.
A wide range of variation for downy mildew disease resistance was observed among the
spinach association panels evaluated for field resistance to downy mildew. The phenotype data
from the trials in Salinas conducted in 2017 and 2018, and Yuma in 2019 was used to conduct an
association analysis. Phenotype data were independently used to conduct association analysis as
the downy mildew disease pressure, and the predominance of races are highly variable between
years and locations, and the disease response was not constant for the accessions at the different
trials.
The accessions in the association panels were subdivided into four genetic clusters in the
ADMIXTURE and MEGA analysis, and the accessions clustered according to the country of
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origin. The association analysis of Awika et al. (2019) identified two major sub-population while
two and five sub-population were identified in the population structure analysis of Shi et al.
(2017). In this study, the spinach panels showed four to six sub-population in ADMIXTURE
(Fig. 2A, 3A, 4A), but a very low cross-validation error rate decreased after four subpopulations,
and the four sub-population matrices were used to conduct association analysis.
A set of 78 SNPs were identified to associate with the downy mildew field resistance in
at least one of the three spinach association panels in TASSEL and GAPIT (Table 1). The
associated SNPs belong to all six chromosomes. Of these SNPs, 19 SNPs were associated with log10(P) value >2.5 in all of the three tested models, and the SNPs were scattered in five
chromosomes except chromosome 4. However, the SNPs associated with the field resistance in
this study do not lie near the known RPF loci that were mapped to chromosome 3 in previous
studies (Feng et al. 2018b). As all the associated SNP markers in this study were located in the
chromosome region that was not previously reported to contain downy mildew resistance genes/
QTLs, and thus this report may present a novel QTLs in the associated region. The medium log10(P) and R square values of the SNPs associated with the downy mildew resistance under
natural inoculum pressure might be due to a small number of markers used in this study, or the
associated SNPs were further apart from the candidate loci. The presence of multiple downy
mildew races in the field may also lead to mixed infection and often causes phenotyping errors,
and that might lead to low significance of the associated SNPs.
Evaluation of disease in the field provides an opportunity to screen a large population in
commercial cultivation conditions using either artificial or natural inoculum. The purpose of the
field evaluation was to identify field resistance to the downy mildew pathogen under natural
disease pressure under field conditions. Field screening for downy mildew resistance can
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potentially identify partial resistance governed by QTL. Compared to complete susceptible plants
upon infection with the downy mildew, a slow disease development of quantitative resistances as
characterized in rice blast disease (Yeh and Bonman, 1986) may restrict lesion growth and
epidemic built up of the spinach downy mildew, despite the susceptible plant reaction.
Quantitative resistances are governed by multiple genes with a small effect but are often affected
by environmental factors (temperatures and moisture), and hence are challenging to a breeder to
utilize such genes or loci. Despite the challenges, a systematic approach of screening for new
resistance genes and deployment of most promising R genes and QTLs in a combination would
deliver a more durable resistant cultivar.
Utilization of quantitative resistance in spinach that is cultivated at a very high density
and grown year-round may be advantageous in minimizing disease pressure and may benefit by
delaying the breaking down of the major genes. Evaluation and quantification of the genetic
variations of germplasm collections for downy mildew disease, identification, and validation of
molecular markers may enhance the efficiency of developing downy mildew resistant spinach
cultivars. Understanding of spinach-downy mildew interaction, characterization of virulence
evolution of the downy mildew races, and functional characterization of genetic resistance will
contribute to formulate strategic implementation of the genetic resistances to manage downy
mildew disease.
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Appendix

Figure 1. Distribution of downy mildew disease under field inoculation in Salinas, California in
2017 (A) and 2018 (B), and Yuma, Arizona, in 2019 (C).
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Figure 2. The population structure analysis of the spinach panels (296) in ADMIXTURE shows
four sub-population. The spinach association panel was evaluated for downy mildew disease in
the field in Salinas, California, in 2017. 2A. Optimum K was determined using the minimum
cross-validation errors in the data for K. 2B. Classification of spinach lines in the association
panel into four genetic sub-population. The horizontal axis represents the spinach lines, and the
vertical axis of the plot represents the probability of genotypes belonging to different genetic
groups. Membership proportion of the spinach lines to the population group is indicated by a
unique color, red (Q1), green (Q2), turquoise (Q3), and blue (Q4). 2C. A phylogenetic tree is
drawn using the maximum likelihood (ML) method in MEGA 7. The color codes for each
population in ADMIXTURE run and MEGA run are consistent.
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Figure 3. The population structure analysis of the spinach panels (280) in ADMIXTURE shows
four sub-population. The spinach association panel was evaluated for downy mildew disease in
the field in Salinas, California, in 2018. 2A. Optimum K was determined using the minimum
cross-validation errors in the data for K. 2B. Classification of spinach lines in the association
panel into four genetic sub-population. The horizontal axis represents the spinach lines, and the
vertical axis of the plot represents the probability of genotypes belonging to different genetic
groups. Membership proportion of the spinach lines to the population group is indicated by a
unique color, red (Q1), green (Q2), turquoise (Q3), and blue (Q4). 2C. A phylogenetic tree is
drawn using the maximum likelihood (ML) method in MEGA 7. The color codes for each
population in ADMIXTURE run and MEGA run are consistent.
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Figure 4. The population structure analysis of the spinach panels (272) in ADMIXTURE shows
four sub-population. The spinach association panel was evaluated for downy mildew disease in
the field in Yuma, Arizona, in 2019. 2A. Optimum K was determined using the minimum crossvalidation errors in the data for K. 2B. Classification of spinach lines in the association panel into
four genetic sub-population. The horizontal axis represents the spinach lines, and the vertical
axis of the plot represents the probability of genotypes belonging to different genetic groups.
Membership proportion of the spinach lines to the population group is indicated by a unique
color, red (Q1), green (Q2), turquoise (Q3), and blue (Q4). 2C. A phylogenetic tree is drawn
using the maximum likelihood (ML) method in MEGA 7. The color codes for each population in
ADMIXTURE run and MEGA run are consistent.
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Table 1: SNP markers associated with downy mildew resistance in the spinach panel evaluated in field condition under natural
inoculum.
-log10P valuec
Association
R2 (%)
a
b
Marker
Alleles MAF
d
panel
MLM ECMLM MLMM MLM
Salinas 2017
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Spov2_chr03_71219287
Spov2_chr03_21049469e

C/G
T/C

0.36
0.06

3.34
3.13

0.77
3.22

0.73
3.73

6.3
4.8

Spov2_chr02_50464520e
Spov2_chr03_131671020
Spov2_chr06_69707854e
Spov2_chr06_98125689
Spov2_chr01_6031651
Spov2_chr02_59986409
Spov2_chr06_42489827
Spov2_chr02_32648203e

G/A
C/G
C/A
T/G
A/T
C/T
C/A
G/T

0.31
0.13
0.48
0.48
0.49
0.45
0.16
0.24

2.90
2.89
2.77
2.73
2.61
2.60
2.59
2.57

2.91
1.71
2.85
1.87
2.48
1.61
1.01
2.98

2.59
1.51
3.00
2.44
2.96
1.59
1.29
2.84

4.8
4.2
4.5
4.6
4.1
5.2
4.3
4.0

Spov2_chr03_135957599e C/T

0.31

2.55

2.57

2.60

4.0

A/G

0.35

2.52

2.43

2.51

3.0

Spov2_chr06_71462364
A/G
Spov2_chr03_140498270 T/A
Spov2_chr04_152228712e C/T

0.41
0.06
0.36

2.49
2.47
2.41

2.62
2.36
3.02

2.70
2.69
2.91

3.8
3.8
3.4

Spov2_chr01_73484705e

C/T

0.38

2.33

2.58

2.88

3.6

e

G/C

0.19

2.32

2.38

2.66

3.6

Spov2_chr02_28516628e

Spov2_chr02_90569899

e
e

Spov2_chr06_50018394

G/C

0.29

2.18

2.64

2.62

3.4

e

Spov2_chr06_7922869
Spov2_chr01_113287370
Spov2_chr05_9667766e

A/G
G/A
A/G

0.41
0.46
0.23

2.10
2.06
1.96

2.61
2.45
2.87

2.63
2.52
2.71

3.3
3.7
3.1

Spov2_chr05_9667773e

C/A

0.23

1.96

2.87

2.71

3.1
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Table 1 (Cont.): SNP markers associated with downy mildew resistance in the spinach panel
evaluated in field conditions under natural inoculum.
Spov2_chr04_5995025
A/T
0.20 1.93
2.29
2.71
Spov2_chr04_5995040
A/G
0.20 1.93
2.29
2.71
Spov2_chr04_4493146
C/T
0.34 1.92
2.34
2.50
Spov2_chr03_133002322 G/C
0.32 1.74
2.56
2.31
e
Spov2_chr01_54723931
T/C
0.23 1.73
2.69
2.87
Spov2_chr02_93235462
G/A
0.27 1.63
2.42
2.56
Salinas 2018
Spov2_chr01_3080417
G/T
0.32 7.49
1.17
1.13
Spov2_chr05_10887988
T/A
0.21 6.86
2.30
1.71
e
Spov2_chr01_103699531 A/T
0.20 6.50
5.00
5.95
Spov2_chr01_124021342 A/C
0.27 5.86
0.29
0.50
Spov2_chr01_124021285 C/T
0.27 5.84
0.29
0.51
Spov2_chr01_103699631e A/G
0.24 5.30
4.74
0.25
Spov2_chr01_112441779 T/A
0.15 4.44
0.51
0.22
Spov2_chr04_4699286
A/T
0.43 4.17
0.06
0.22
Spov2_chr02_114731636 C/A
0.42 3.97
0.05
0.51
e
Spov2_chr01_87342636
G/C
0.32 3.91
3.17
3.90
Spov2_chr03_19360436
C/T
0.25 3.70
0.11
0.02
Spov2_chr03_120832439 T/A
0.35 3.69
0.13
0.25
Spov2_chr06_10617313e T/G
0.22 3.68
2.88
3.19
Spov2_chr01_99573936
A/C
0.50 3.64
0.67
0.86
Spov2_chr02_114809909 C/T
0.25 3.62
1.68
1.65
Spov2_chr06_25006876
T/G
0.11 3.59
1.03
1.01
Spov2_chr01_124388526 C/G
0.44 3.52
0.94
1.09
Spov2_chr05_5344493
G/A
0.32 3.44
0.38
0.13
Spov2_chr03_108692463 C/A
0.25 3.26
1.39
1.57
e
Spov2_chr01_123933234 T/C
0.16 3.23
3.42
3.03

3.3
3.3
3.0
2.7
2.9
3.3
11.7
12.1
9.6
10.3
10.3
9.0
7.2
8.2
7.3
8.0
6.2
7.5
6.1
6.3
6.1
5.8
6.7
5.8
5.4
5.3

Table 1 (Cont.): SNP markers associated with downy mildew resistance in the spinach panel
evaluated in field conditions under natural inoculum.
Spov2_chr01_123933246e C/T
0.16 3.23
3.42
3.03
5.3

Yuma 2019
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Spov2_chr02_48883625e

A/G

0.15

3.16

2.67

2.52

4.1

Spov2_chr03_110361919e
Spov2_chr01_57052614
Spov2_chr05_72549139
Spov2_chr03_149249838e
Spov2_chr01_126087675
Spov2_chr05_8105575e
Spov2_chr03_117271614e
Spov2_chr04_18883513
Spov2_chr06_67201837
Spov2_chr01_126087686
Spov2_chr03_146593549
Spov2_chr01_123869633e
Spov2_chr04_111132990
Spov2_chr03_81936498
Spov2_chr05_2473737
Spov2_chr03_68030432
Spov2_chr03_148717657
Spov2_chr03_144744169
Spov2_chr02_102979944
Spov2_chr02_3268430
Spov2_chr06_20548183
Spov2_chr02_3029787
Spov2_chr01_66244926
Spov2_chr01_70570390

T/A
C/T
C/T
A/C
A/G
A/T
G/A
G/C
T/A
T/C
C/T
G/C
A/G
G/T
A/G
C/T
T/A
C/T
G/A
C/T
C/A
G/C
C/A
A/G

0.14
0.21
0.28
0.12
0.17
0.07
0.04
0.20
0.11
0.18
0.15
0.05
0.11
0.44
0.29
0.19
0.08
0.14
0.29
0.47
0.16
0.46
0.11
0.10

3.15
3.01
3.00
3.97
3.81
3.60
3.52
3.34
3.07
3.04
2.99
2.97
2.84
2.82
2.81
2.81
2.80
2.75
2.69
2.68
2.65
2.63
2.60
2.55

2.61
1.04
1.48
3.41
2.46
2.66
3.29
1.68
1.93
1.58
0.88
2.45
2.12
2.01
1.07
0.58
1.46
0.26
1.22
2.31
1.35
2.15
0.64
0.83

2.89
1.08
1.34
3.93
2.21
2.77
3.60
1.71
2.25
1.31
0.91
2.89
2.07
2.07
1.00
0.62
1.06
0.36
1.29
2.49
1.77
2.15
0.78
0.79

4.1
5.2
6.2
6.6
6.3
5.2
4.8
6.8
5.2
5.1
6.5
4.0
4.0
5.4
5.3
5.2
4.7
4.6
5.0
4.9
5.0
5.1
4.9
4.3

Table 1 (Cont.): SNP markers associated with downy mildew resistance in the spinach panel
evaluated in field conditions under natural inoculum.
Spov2_chr03_140496299e T/G
0.11 2.54
2.66
2.53
Spov2_chr01_112628747 C/T
0.45 2.54
0.03
0.07
Spov2_chr03_33272795
C/A
0.29 2.54
0.13
0.03
e
Spov2_chr05_16250070
T/C
0.22 2.50
3.15
3.33
a

3.7
4.3
4.5
4.0

Position of SNP marker on the respective chromosome in basepairs. Spov2_chr03_71219287 denotes the SNP marker on
chromosome 3 positioned at 71219287 bp.
b
Beneficial alleles are in bold.
c
Association analysis was performed using three different programs. The principal components (PC) and kinship covariates were used
in the TASSEL mixed linear model (MLM). Association analysis was conducted in GAPIT using the enriched compressed mixed
linear model (EcMLM) and the multiple loci mixed linear model (MLMM).
d
proportion of phenotypic variance (%) explained by the marker from the TASSEL MLM model.
e
The SNPs showed significance (-log10P >2.5) on more than one of the tested models.
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CONCLUSIONS
Spinach (S. oleracea), one of the important leafy vegetable crop, is widely grown in the
valleys of California and Arizona during mild-cold seasons, and in New Jersey, and Texas.
Spinach is nutritious with an excellent source of vitamins, proteins, flavonoids, and are low in
calorie. There is an increasing demand for spinach in the US and organic production comprises
around half of the total production. A total of seventeen Pfs races have been reported in spinach,
and many of these races (14) emerged in the last three decades. The new races of the pathogen
are continually overcoming the genetic resistances used in the newly released cultivars. Provided
the rapid emergence of new P. effusa races and increasing demand for organic spinach, research
focus has increased in the identification and genetic characterization of the new resistance
sources to combat the rapidly evolving pathogen races. Breeding for downy mildew resistance is
the principal objective of spinach breeding programs. Concerning the devastating effect of the
downy mildew disease and the impact on commerce, there is a strong need for a cultivar with
genetic resistances against all known Pfs races for the spinach industry and particularly in
organic-based production, where the use of genetic resistance is the only available disease
management option.
A resource and labor-intensive inoculation test of the whole plants in a large tray format
in a temperature-controlled growth chamber and dew chamber is employed to evaluate the
resistance of spinach germplasm and to identify pathogen race type. A detached leaf inoculation
assay was evaluated, standardized, and validated as a possibly more efficient inoculation method
to differentiate resistant-susceptible spinach genotypes and to confirm pathogen race-type. The
detached leaf inoculation assay is expected to facilitate advances in breeding for Pfs resistance,
host-pathogen interaction studies, and in the analyses of pathogen epidemiology and genetics.
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Recently, the detached leaf assay has been used to examine genetic crosses of Pfs arising from
individual oospores of the pathogen and that this may, in turn, help to discern population
genetics and evolution of new pathotypes or races of the pathogen. The detached leaf assay could
also be used to provide a method to improve our understanding of the epidemiology of the
spinach downy mildew pathogen by examining a wide range of variables including
sporangiospores viability, genetic diversity, and population structure.
Furthermore, this study, in general, has established an increased understanding of the
genetic control of downy mildew resistance in spinach. The major attributes of this dissertation
are the identification of SNP markers that are strongly associated with the downy mildew
resistance, and the SNPs could be used to select for downy mildew resistant genotypes. Towards
the translational aspect of the research outcome, PCR based markers can be designed for the
associated SNPs that will allow selection of the resistant lines.
The RPF resistance loci in these studies were mapped to chromosome 3 in the region
containing genes annotated to have disease resistance functions. Resistance loci from the two
panels screened with Pfs16 and Pfs13 were mapped to nearby regions. However, each of the loci
is imparting resistance to different Pfs races that show evidence of different resistant
mechanisms. The functional characterization of the candidate genes will provide new
information on the genetic control of each of the genes involved in resistance, and if the genes
are unique or are allelic variants of the R-gene clusters.
Multi-year and location field screening of the USDA spinach accessions and the
commercial cultivars under natural inoculum pressure showed a variation on downy mildew
disease severity among the assessed panels. The objectives of this work were to evaluate the
downy mildew disease response of available spinach accessions in the field conditions under
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natural inoculation pressure and to identify minor genes associated with field tolerance. Several
significantly associated SNP markers were identified following association analysis using the
GBS SNPs and the downy mildew data from each trial location and year, and the SNP markers
may help in developing downy mildew disease-resistant cultivars. A more detailed analysis is
planned to conduct with the availability of genomewide whole-genome resequencing SNP
markers are available.
This dissertation research presents additional new findings and resources to expand our
understanding of downy mildew resistance in spinach, and the new information may help to
improve genetic resistance against the downy mildew disease. In addition, identification of
prioritized candidate gene list and future reports on an expanded understanding of spinachdowny mildew host-pathogen interaction and functional characterization of genetic resistance
will be of high value in the scientific community and in adopting an improved strategy to use the
genetic resistance against the downy mildew.
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